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Background and Purpose of the Project 

 

This consultancy project has been funded and supported by Family Care First (FCF) | 

REACT. FCF | REACT, led by the Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth 

Rehabilitation (MoSVY), is a network of organizations, financially supported by the 

European Union, USAID, the GHR Foundation, Save the Children Hong Kong and 

UNICEF. The network has 60 member organizations, including UN agencies, academic 

institutions and local and international NGOs, who are working to prevent children from 

being separated from their families and increase the number of children that are safely 

and successfully integrated into family care. This is achieved by strengthening systems 

and policies and working directly to provide services to children and families. 

The purpose of this research project is to learn the current landscape of supervision 

practices within the FCF | REACT network organizations in context of their capacity, 

supervisory needs, achievements and challenges. In addition, consistent with the aim of 

mainstreaming supervision throughout the network and further in the social service sector 

in Cambodia, the research explores practitioners and key informants’ views on the 

recommended steps toward national standards for supervision and how they may be 

enforced.1   

FCF funded the Clinical Action Research Project in 2018, involving 17 participants who 

received training on strategies for managing job-related stress and emotions. From 2018, 

FCF | REACT launched a series of 3-day supervision training, reaching over 150 

participants as of mid-March, 2020. The content of the training covers the effects of 

primary and secondary trauma, and strategies for managing emotions, transference, and 

projection among other psychodynamics. In addition, several documents have been 

developed by the FCF | REACT technical team, such as a sample of supervision policy, 

supervision record template, and sample of supervision agreement. So far, 8 FCF | 

REACT partner organizations have adapted a supervision policy. 

To place this research in the larger national context, Cambodia is at a critical juncture in 

developing its social service workforce. In the past decade there have been strong 

indicators that leadership for social services is transitioning from being mainly embedded 

in civil society and traditional community structures to centralized government institutions 

under the leadership of the Ministry of Social Affairs, Veterans and Youth Rehabilitation 

(MoSVY). From various policies (including the recently launched Guidelines on Basic 

                                                      
1 It should be noted that the original title of “Consultancy on FCF | REACT Clinical Supervision for Staff of 
Partner Organizations” was modified when agreement was reached between Save the Children and the 
consultant to cover the broader spectrum of supervision. This was partly in recognition that supervision has 
many functions that are often co-present and overlap, and that balancing the various functions of 
supervision is an important goal. 
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Competencies for Social Workforce), the establishment of the National Institute on Social 

Affairs (NISA) to train social service workers, and other initiatives to strengthen the 

workforce, the momentum is building. Another indicator is its recent announcement that 

MoSVY will accelerate its efforts to recruit professionals with degrees in social workers to 

work within MoSVY, and work toward a system of certification and licensure for the social 

service workforce.  
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Executive Summary and Recommendations 

I. BACKGROUND 

For the past two years the FCF | REACT network, facilitated by Save the Children, has 

been promoting supervision as an essential best practice method in the social services 

sector, particularly with agencies engaging in case management services. Following the 

2018 Action Research on Clinical Supervision, it began a program of supervision training 

within their network, having trained over 150 supervisors as of the writing of this report. 

The purpose of this research project was to learn the current landscape of supervision 

practices within the FCF | REACT network organizations in context of their capacity, 

supervisory needs, achievements and challenges. In addition, consistent with the aim of 

mainstreaming supervision throughout Cambodia, the research explores practitioners’ 

and key informants’ views on the recommended steps toward mainstreaming supervision 

within their network and promoting national standards.   

Following an extensive literature review, the project was designed in collaboration 

between the lead consultant and Save the Children. The project used a mixed method, 

to derive qualitative as well as quantitative information. Three main research approaches 

were used: individual written surveys, focus group discussions, and key informant 

interviews. A total of 59 practitioners (30 supervisors and 29 supervisees) from Phnom 

Penh, Kandal, Siem Reap, Battambang, and Sihanoukville participated in the research 

project, with data collection taking place between January 21 and February 6, 2020. 

Eleven key informants with national reputations and social service expertise were also 

interviewed. Quantitative data were analyzed by STATA software, and qualitative data 

were analyzed by thematic coding and analysis. The findings between the three different 

data groups (surveys, focus groups, and key informant interviews) have been synthesized 

in the body of the report by thematic threads for ease of flow and to minimize redundancy.  

 

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The Research Questions this project sought to answer were: 

1. What are the characteristics of the supervisors and supervisees within the FCF | 

REACT network that are relevant to supervision? 
 

2. How is supervision being utilized among FCF | REACT partner organizations? 
 

3. What are the supervision strengths and needs of FCF | REACT partner 

organizations’ frontline staff?  
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4. What are the strengths and needs of current FCF | REACT partner organizations’ 

supervisors? 
 

5. What are the major achievements and challenges in supervision among the FCF | 

REACT partner organizations? 
 

6. What are some essential steps to be taken before Cambodia can achieve a 

national standard in supervision for all social service staff? 
 

7. How will national standards for supervision be enforced, assuming it can be 

achieved? 

 

III. KEY FINDINGS  

Based on the data collected from all three methods, findings are reported in detail in the 

body of this report. Here, the major findings can be summarized as follows: 

 Social service supervision is in its infancy in Cambodia and within the FCF | 

REACT network, and its definitions, purposes, functions, benefits and limitations 

are just beginning to be understood.   
 

 There is a strong sentiment that frontline workers in the social sector are dedicated, 

committed to their clients, and work with difficult cases under intense time and 

resource constraints, often leading to stress and secondary trauma. This highlights 

the need for effective supervision.  
 

 Within the FCF | REACT network, there was a unanimous agreement that 

supervision is a positive practice and should be mainstreamed throughout their 

network and the nation.  
 

 Most FCF | REACT agencies are engaged in some form of supervision, but the 

frequency, regularity, session lengths, and functions of supervision varied.  
 

 The initial response to the FCF | REACT supervision training has been very 

positive, with the majority of supervisors and supervisees agreeing that it has 

helped them understand and implement supervision. This response is fostering a 

positive attitude toward mainstreaming supervision throughout the FCF | REACT 

network and with all social service workforce in Cambodia.  
 

 Despite this positive attitude, there seems to be a wide range of supervision 

capacity, expertise, and styles among FCF | REACT supervisors. Given 

Cambodia’s extensive array of social problems and the shortage of trained social 

service workforce, there is a fundamental challenge of qualified personnel within 

the network.   
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 The shortage of professional social service workers has a large impact in 

Cambodia and in the FCF | REACT network, since only 27.6% of the supervisors 

and 39.2% of the supervisees were trained in social sciences (social work or 

psychology). Notably, 43.3% of the supervisors were trained in business or 

management, and this explains why so many supervisors and supervisees asked 

for more technical training. When supervisors with relatively limited social work 

expertise are trying to supervise frontline workers who are similarly lacking training 

in social services (two-thirds of whom lack formal social service training), a wide 

range of problems can be anticipated. For one, there is seemingly an expectation 

that supervision should be filling the wide technical gap, and this is generally 

unrealistic given the current workforce configurations.2  
 

 Findings suggest that even some of those who have been trained should be 

followed up with additional training, observation, feedback, and practice. This may 

be a reflection of the educational and training background of many of the 

supervisors and supervisees. Those who do not have the knowledge and skills 

related to social service are likely less able to absorb and internalize the training 

in 3 short days.  
 

 Another major challenge is that either there is no supervision policy at agencies, 

or they are not followed faithfully due to high caseloads and/or prioritization of 

administrative demands. Supervision is generally not viewed as a quality 

assurance mechanism or a mandatory requirement of an agency’s responsibilities. 
 

 Supervisors and supervisees have different ideas of supervision, and there is 

indication that joint or separate training for supervisees would be helpful to facilitate 

the same understanding of the purposes, roles, and procedures of supervision.  
 

 There is wide agreement that the FCF | REACT network should mainstream 

supervision and then serve as part of the leadership in mainstreaming supervision 

at the national level. There is no doubt that within the network there are some of 

the best trained and capable supervisors, and this is a vision worth holding onto 

and carrying out in the future.  
 

 National level experts in government, civil society and academia agreed that the 

supervision initiative begun by FCF | REACT has been a significant catalyst for the 

mainstreaming of supervision within the social service sector in Cambodia, 

                                                      
2 Narrowing technical gaps through supervision is realistic only when both the supervisor and supervisee 
are trained in social service disciplines with basic competencies in the values, knowledge and skills 
attendant to those professions and supervisors have greater competencies than supervisees in their 
agency’s specific field or work. For example, social workers could never supervise accountants, but the 
reverse is happening in many of the FCF | REACT agencies.  
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including government and civil society agencies. However, it is only the tip of the 

iceberg with a long road ahead.  
 

 There was extensive concern expressed by national experts about the lack of job 

descriptions and a system of supervision among the government social service 

sector. However, some plans are apparently afoot to collaborate with the FCF | 

REACT network to train the workforce.  
 

 Once the social service supervision system is developed (with policy, structures, 

budgetary resources, monitoring tools, etc.), there will be a need for extensive 

training and long term strategy for filling civil servant posts with social work trained 

professionals for frontline work and for provision of supervision. 
 

 Many experts linked supervision to transparency and accountability practices at 

the case and organizational levels. For example, it was recommended that 

supervision should be a required element of funding expectations and reports. 

Systems such as OSCaR and Primero are being used or under consideration to 

more efficiently track and facilitate supervision at the case level and to increase 

monitoring and evaluation.  
 

 National supervision standards were discussed in focus groups and with key 

informants. While there was overwhelming agreement that such standards would 

be helpful, there was a sense that much study and consultations are necessary in 

drafting the standards, and they would need to undergo pilots and multiple 

revisions. In the absence of a critical mass of quality supervisors it may be prudent 

to first ensure that social work training is accelerated to produce trained social 

workers. In the meantime, a group of experts could begin to raise awareness and 

invite input from other stakeholders (such as the national association of 

professional social workers), keeping in mind it will be a multi-year effort.  
 

 There was a strong agreement at both the FCF | REACT network level and at the 

national level, that supervision should be taught as part of the social work 

curriculum at universities, and that the process of mainstreaming should be led by 

government with the help of FCF | REACT leaders. 

 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on these findings and consideration of best practice models where they exist, the 

following are recommendations for the FCF | REACT network, and for the macro level of 

social service sector to consider regarding the promotion of social service supervision in 

Cambodia.   
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Recommendations for the FCF | REACT Network 

 

 FCF | REACT organizations should complete their supervision policies and 

implement them as soon as possible. This policy should clearly spell out the 

definitions, roles, frequency, and procedures of supervision. The policy manual 

should also contain the forms and tools used in supervision, and there should be 

training at the agency level.  
 

 Of critical importance is the regularity of supervision that line workers can rely on. 

Keeping supervision appointments should be a top priority, and not interfered with, 

except in cases of true emergency. Agencies should seek input from their line 

workers on their preferences on the various formats of supervision – one on one, 

group, peer, distance, etc. and evaluate the various methods on a trial basis before 

incorporating them. 
 

 The FCF | REACT member organizations should review, and revise if necessary, 

their recruitment and promotion policies to gradually fill their positions with social 

service trained professionals to ensure basic competencies for supervisors and 

frontline workers. 
 

 In the meantime, a two-tier system of supervisor training is recommended.  

o Those with social service training and experience could receive an initial 3-

day supervision training with refresher courses each year.  
 

o Those from other disciplines should receive a 5-day training to include some 

basic theories on human motivation, problem solving skills, basic 

communication skills, case management principles and steps, basic 

dynamics of secondary trauma, self-care practices and effective responses 

to job-related stress. Another day could be spent on hands-on practice of 

the supervision skills, conducting supportive supervision, and identifying 

and making referrals for cases requiring technical expertise beyond their 

own, etc.  
 

o Supervisees should also receive at least a one-day training (one day of the 

3 or 5 days could be for joint training, but since supervisor training is almost 

completed perhaps they can have their own).  
 

 Keeping in mind adult learning methods,3  all training should include not only 

lectures, audio-visual presentations and discussions, but also live or video 

demonstration of supervision with a difficult case. Further, training should also 

                                                      
3 See detailed explanation of the learning pyramid here: https://acrlog.org/2014/01/13/tales-of-the-undead-
learning-theories-the-learning-pyramid/comment-page-1/ 

https://acrlog.org/2014/01/13/tales-of-the-undead-learning-theories-the-learning-pyramid/comment-page-1/
https://acrlog.org/2014/01/13/tales-of-the-undead-learning-theories-the-learning-pyramid/comment-page-1/
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include role plays and reverse role plays4 based on hypothetical dilemmas and 

problems that resemble the supervision realities. The forms, tools, and procedures 

should all be followed during training. In subsequent training those trained earlier 

should have opportunities to help train others.  
 

 Even with the extended training for non-social service trained supervisors, network 

organizations should consider pairing a non-social work supervisor with an 

external supervisor who has technical expertise related to their agency’s work. 
 

 There should be follow-up mentoring and coaching available to less experienced 

supervisors on an ‘as needed’ basis. Perhaps this could be a role for some of the 

most senior social workers in the network. It may also be possible to conduct 

follow-up training and set up a web-based library of materials including links to 

resources outside of FCF | REACT.  
 

 It is recommended that organizations take a rights-based approach to supervision 

for their staff. Agency and employees should enter into a contract that specifies 

the employee’s right to supervision and spell out the terms of that right. This should 

also be a part of the agency’s supervision policy. A minimum guideline is to offer 

a one-hour supervision session every other week (or weekly if possible) by a 

specific supervisor. The roles of the supervisor and supervisee should be clearly 

spelled out and adhered to.  
 

 It is recommended that donors include supervision as a requirement in all 

Requests for Proposals (RFPs), contract extensions, and review documents.  
 

 Network organizations are encouraged to document their supervision efforts and 

conduct periodic evaluations when possible. This evaluation could be simple, 

perhaps a list of items that staff members can mark their degree of satisfaction on 

a Likert scale, 5  followed by request for suggestions. These could then be 

discussed as a routine part of their organization’s internal review process and input 

should be incorporated as appropriate.  
 

 Finally, the FCF | REACT network should assist in raising awareness about 

supervision, collaborate with MoSVY and academia in the process of 

mainstreaming social service supervision in Cambodia. One way to do this is to 

provide excellent supervision to social work interns and to model correct 

supervision methods that will become a template for them as they move on with 

                                                      
4 This means that a person would play one role (e.g. supervisor) first, then they would play the other role.  
5 This is the most widely used psychometric scale that measures how people feel about the item they are 
responding to. It often provides a continuum from most favorable to least favorable. See Nemoto, T. & 
Beglar, D. (2014). Developing Likert-scale questionnaires. In N. Sonda & A. Krause (Eds). JALT2013 
Conference Proceedings. Tokyo: TALT. Available online at https://jalt-
publications.org/sites/default/files/pdf-article/jalt2013_001.pdf  

https://jalt-publications.org/sites/default/files/pdf-article/jalt2013_001.pdf
https://jalt-publications.org/sites/default/files/pdf-article/jalt2013_001.pdf
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their careers. At a macro level, the network should advocate for a rapid expansion 

of social service training at universities and training institutions to raise the basic 

competencies of the social service workforce and enlarge the pool of effective 

supervisors.  

 

Recommendations at Macro Level   

 

1. The government should take a strong lead in providing supervision training to its 

social service workforce, through NISA and other in collaboration with other 

training programmes. This should also be in collaboration with civil society, to 

ensure that supervision practices follow minimum standards across sectors. 
  

2. As part of strengthening the social service sector, government should rapidly 

expand the pool of social work trained professionals through scholarships and 

partnerships with the universities.  
 

3. All social service sector, including government, should make their best efforts to 

hire those formally trained in social work (and related fields when appropriate). For 

the government there should be detailed job descriptions, a system of classification 

for social service workers, and a structure of advancements for the social service 

workforce.  
 

4. Academia should review their training content on supervision and incorporate it as 

a significant portion of a practice course, if not as a stand-alone course. In placing 

students for field internships, there should be a clear set of expectations for 

supervision. 
 

5. Supervision should be included in the social work Code of Ethics as a professional 

standard. The association of professional social workers should collaborate on 

discussing supervision standards and review.  
 

6. A process of collaboration between government, civil society, private sector and 

communities should be facilitated to develop national supervision standards.   
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I. BRIEF INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL 

SERVICE SUPERVISION 

Abundant research evidence around the world suggests that supervision is an essential 

tool for quality assurance and the wellbeing of supervisees.6 Not surprisingly, supervision 

has emerged in the past few decades globally as a critical component of professional 

development and enhancement of social service delivery (Bogo & McKnight, 2008;7 

Carpenter, et al., 20158). Among the many available definitions of supervision, one that 

is used here is:  

… a forum for reflection and learning. … an interactive dialogue between at least two people, 

one of whom is a supervisor. This dialogue shapes a process of review, reflection, critique and 

replenishment for professional practitioners. Supervision is a professional activity in which 

practitioners are engaged throughout the duration of their careers regardless of experience or 

qualification. The participants are accountable to professional standards and defined 

competencies and to organisational policy and procedures (Davys and Beddoe, 2010, p. 21).9  

Research has quite consistently shown the multiple benefits of supervision. For the 

individual practitioner, job-related stresses such as vicarious trauma and burnout can be 

reduced through effective supervision, and both job performance and longevity on the job 

are enhanced by good supervision. Furthermore, quality supervision can enhance the 

agency’s overall performance and accountability, ultimately resulting in improved services 

to the clients (Carpenter, et al., 2015).10 Stated differently: 

The overall aim of professional supervision should be to provide the best possible support to 

service users in accordance with the organisation’s responsibilities and accountable 

professional standards. Organisations are likely to achieve this aim through workers who are 

skillful, knowledgeable, clear about their roles and [are] assisted in their practice by sound 

advice and emotional support from a supervisor with whom they have a good professional 

relationship (Carpenter, et al., 2015, p. 3).  

                                                      
6 Roby, J. and Global Social Service Alliance (2016). The evidence base on the social service workforce: 

Current knowledge, gaps and future research direction. Available online: 
http://www.socialserviceworkforce.org/resources/evidence-base-social-service-workforce-current-
knowledge-gaps-and-future-research 

7 Bogo, M. & McKnight, K. (2006) ‘Clinical supervision in social work: a review of the research literature’, 
The Clinical Supervisor 24 (1−2), 49−67.  

8 Carpenter, J., Webb, C., Bostock, L., & Coomber, C. (2015). Effective supervision in social work and social 
care. Research Briefing 43. Social Care Institute for Excellence, Bristol University: London. Accessed 
online at http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/18661/1/SCIE_briefing43_Effective_supervision.pdf 

9 Davys, A. & Beddoe, L. (2010). Best Practice in Professional Supervision: A Guide for the Helping 
Professions, Jessica Kingsley, London. 

10 Carpenter, J., Webb, C., Bostock, L., & Coomber, C. (2015). Effective supervision in social work and 
social care. Research Briefing 43. Social Care Institute for Excellence, Bristol University: London. 
Accessed online at http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/18661/1/SCIE_briefing43_Effective_supervision.pdf 

http://www.socialserviceworkforce.org/resources/evidence-base-social-service-workforce-current-knowledge-gaps-and-future-research
http://www.socialserviceworkforce.org/resources/evidence-base-social-service-workforce-current-knowledge-gaps-and-future-research
http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/18661/1/SCIE_briefing43_Effective_supervision.pdf
http://www.drugsandalcohol.ie/18661/1/SCIE_briefing43_Effective_supervision.pdf
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The Main Functions of Social Service Supervision 

How does supervision deliver benefits at so many levels? It is through the multiple 

functions that supervision can fulfill. Although various models of social work supervision 

have been proposed (Holloway, 1995;11 Milne, 200812), the classic model conceptualized 

by Kadushin (2002)13 still serves as the widely accepted framework for supervision for 

most countries.14 According to that model, supervision serves three main functions: 1) 

administrative, 2) educational, and 3) supportive. To this classic model, a fourth function, 

that of 4) mediation, has been added by some authors (Kolb, 1984;15 Wonnacott, 201316). 

In this project, we have chosen to use all four functions as the basis for our exploration.17  

1) The first, the administrative function, is largely related to quality control over the 

supervisee’s performance and to maintain accountability to the agency, the public, 

and to funding sources. Milne (2007)18 calls this the ‘normative’ function, and 

others have called it the ‘line’ or ‘management’ supervision. Attention is focused 

on the standards of practice within the organization including client outcomes, and 

within the profession. Administrative issues such as managing caseload and 

compliance with documentation or budgetary issues may be reviewed. Although 

research shows that supervisees are not eager to participate in this aspect of 

supervision, this is often a necessary component. Beyond the realm of the agency, 

compliance with larger mandates such as the law or professional ethics could also 

be discussed (AASW, 2014).19 

 

2) The second, the educational function of supervision, is related to the provision 

of knowledge and skills that the supervisee needs in order to fulfill their roles 

competently. Milne calls this the ‘formative’ or ‘development’ function referring to 

the process of maintaining and facilitating the supervisee’s competence, capability 

and general effectiveness (p. 439). Attention is focused on exploring knowledge, 

theories, values and skills that can be applied to enhance the quality and outcomes 

                                                      
11 Holloway, E. (1995). Clinical supervision: A systems approach. Sage Publications. London. 
12 Milne, D. (2007). An empirical definition of clinical supervision. British Journal of Clinical Psychology, 46, 
437-447.  

13 Kadushin, A. (2002). Supervision in social work. New York: Columbia University Press.  
14 For example, see the National Association of Social Workers (2013, USA). Best practice standards in 
social work supervision. Online at 
https://www.socialworkers.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=GBrLbl4BuwI%3D&portalid=0 

15 Kolb, D.A. (1984). Experiential learning. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall. 
16 Wonnacott, J. (2013). Supervision: A luxury or critical to good practice in times of austerity? Proceedings 

of Bournemouth University National Centre for Post Qualifying Social Work Conference (June, 2013).  
17 This is partly because the FCF | REACT training curriculum uses the four-function (aka 4x4x4) model. 
See Figure 1. 
18 Milne, D. (2007). An empirical definition of clinical supervision. British Journal of Clinical Psychology, 46, 
437-447.  

19 Australian Association of Social Workers (AASW, 2014). Supervision Standards-2014. 
https://www.aasw.asn.au/document/item/6027 

https://www.socialworkers.org/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=GBrLbl4BuwI%3D&portalid=0
https://www.aasw.asn.au/document/item/6027
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of the supervisee’s practice. The application of the new knowledge, skills, or values 

is monitored over time for sustainable changes in the supervisee’s capacity in 

service delivery.  

 

3) Third, the supportive function of supervision deals with assisting the supervisee 

with job-related and personal stresses negatively impacting job performance and 

overall wellbeing. Milne calls this the ‘restorative’ function of supervision, and many 

authors have labeled this particular component of supervision as ‘clinical’ 

supervision. The NASW (USA) (2013)20 points out that the supervisory relationship 

is built on trust, confidentiality, support, and empathic experiences in a context of 

safety and respect. ‘Support’ can also mean constructive feedback, and guidance 

for corrective actions and self-care that is done in a nurturing, supportive way 

(NASW, 2013).21 

 

4) Finally, the mediative function refers to the role supervisors serve as a bridge 

between the supervisee, other staff members, and the larger organization. The 

supervisor in this setting communicates and elicits the supervisee’s compliance 

with organizational procedures and outcome goals, while conveying information 

upwards to the organization (Carpenter, et al., 2012). Some have expanded this 

role to one of advocacy in supervision, where the supervisor advocates for larger 

organizational change to improve the culture, policies and procedures of the 

agency to promote professional growth of the workers. The two functions – 

mediation and advocacy – are closely related, and is often simply referred to as 

mediation, as will be the case in this project (see Figure 1 below).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
20 NASW (2013). Best practice standards in social work supervision. Washington D.C. National Association 

of Social Workers.  
21 Ibid.  
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Figure 1: The 4 x 4 x 4 Model of Supervision.  

 

 

        Source: Wonnacott (2013). 

 

In Figure 1, the 4 x 4 x 4 model is shown. On the outside are the four functions of 

supervision, while the middle ring shows the main supervisory tasks involved in a 

supervisory session. The inner square lists those that are impacted by the functions and 

tasks of supervision.  
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II. PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

Conceptual Framework for Examining the Dimensions of 

Supervision 

In conducting research on the current state of supervision among the FCF | REACT 

partners in Cambodia, the research team followed the four-function model shown in 

Figure 1, plus an analytic framework developed by Holloway (1995) (see Figure 2). While 

the model shown in Figure 1 informed the exploration of the four functions of supervision, 

the concepts in Figure 2 helped to define all aspects of individual and organizational 

contexts in which supervision occurs. In her seminal work on clinical supervision, 

Holloway proposed a systems approach to supervision with seven dimensions. These 

seven dimensions explore the relevant factors related to: 1) the supervision relationship 

(core factor), 2) the institutional context, 3) the supervisor, 4) the functions of supervision, 

5) the tasks of supervision, 6) the supervisee, and 7) the client. Each of these seven 

dimensions can be broken down into further details, yielding a comprehensive overview 

of supervision in the organization and suggesting areas of improvement. These seven 

dimensions guided the parameters for the development of the research methodologies 

and instruments.  

Figure 2: The seven dimensions of supervision in an organization

 
Source: Adapted from Holloway, 1995.  
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Research Questions 

1. What are the characteristics of the supervisors and supervisees within the FCF | 

REACT network that are relevant to supervision? 
 

2. How is supervision being utilized among FCF | REACT partner organizations? 
 

3. What are the supervision strengths and needs of FCF | REACT partner 

organizations’ frontline staff?  
 

4. What are the strengths and needs of current FCF | REACT partner organizations’ 

supervisors? 
 

5. What are the major achievements and challenges in supervision among the FCF | 

REACT partner organizations? 
 

6. What are some essential steps to be taken before Cambodia can achieve a 

national standard in supervision for all social service staff? 
 

7. How will national standards for supervision be enforced, assuming it can be 

achieved?    

Research Methodology and Sampling 

Data on research questions 1-4 above were collected by administration of individual 

surveys at provincial gatherings. For the survey sample, two supervisors and two frontline 

supervisees from each FCF | REACT partner organization were invited to participate. In 

selecting the participants, agencies were requested to consider the balance of gender 

and previous participation in the Action Research Project conducted in 2018 as well as 

the FCF | REACT training on Social Work Supervision among the FCF | REACT network 

organizations. The final sample consisted of 30 supervisors and 29 supervisees as shown 

in Table 1 below. The supervisors and supervisees filled out different surveys for each 

group, with some overlapping items in their surveys. Individual consents were obtained 

orally ahead of survey administration.  
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Table 1: FCF | REACT Supervision Research Participants (Survey and Focus Groups) 

  

M/F                   

 

Age 

(years) 

 

Years in 

current 

position 

PARTICIPANT SERVICE AREA  

TOTALS 
Phnom 

Penh  

 

Kandal Siem 

Reap 

Battam

-bang 

Sihauouk-

ville 

Supervisors 12 M 

18 F 

39.1 

(26-75) 

5.5  

(0-27) 

12 2   6  8 2 30 

Supervisees 12 M 

15 F 

2 not 

indicated 

33.8  

(24-61) 

2.6 

(1-10) 

11 1   8  7 2 29 

TOTALS     23 3 14 15 4 59 

 

Research questions 4-7 were explored in focus groups and through key informant 

interviews. The focus groups consisted of 1-11 group members inclusive of all who 

attended the data gathering event, in separate groups of supervisors and supervisees. 

Table 1 shows the sample for the focus groups in the various locations.  

Key informant interviews were held individually with 11 professionals who are recognized 

leaders in social services, from government, NGOs, INGOs, and academia. From a list of 

21 such individuals identified by Save the Children staff, the consulting team chose the 

interviewees based on their reputation and availability, keeping in mind the need for multi-

sectoral perspectives, and interviewed them in person or via Skype. Data saturation was 

reached at about seven interviews (meaning that some of the later interviewees 

corroborated information shared by the previous interviewees but did not offer any new 

information). Due to this saturation rate, there is reasonable confidence that the 

perspectives shared in this report encompass the general opinion of leading experts in 

the social service sector. 

Strict procedural safeguards of consent and confidentiality were maintained for all 

participants including key informants. All identifying information remain only with the 

research team under a firm commitment to keep names of individuals and agencies from 

being revealed.  

Research Procedures 

1. First, a desk review was conducted to contextualize the project vis-à-vis the 

information already available on social service supervision at global, regional and 

national levels.   
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2. The study employed both quantitative and qualitative methods. The lead 

consultant drafted the instruments in consultation with two national consultants and 

experts at Save the Children. These included survey instrument for supervisees, 

survey instrument for supervisors, focus group discussion guide, and key 

information interview guide. These instruments were developed in English and 

translated by the local consultants into Khmer.  
 

3. Data collection meetings on the surveys and for the focus groups were held in 

Phnom Pehn, Battambang, and Siem Reap. Participants from Kandal traveled to 

Phnom Pehn to participate in the data collection in person, separate from other 

colleagues working in Phnom Penh. Those in Sihanoukville participated by Skype. 

No participant saw the survey instruments or focus group discussion questions 

ahead of their participation, to ensure maximum individual response. Further, their 

participation was premised on their existing understanding of supervision, as one 

of the goals of the project was to determine their knowledge of supervision. There 

was no pre-requisite regarding participants’ knowledge about supervision.  
 

4. Surveys and interview notes were collected by the lead consultant who was 

present for the meetings for the Phnom Penh and Kandal data collection and focus 

group sessions. For the other locations, national consultants traveled to, or 

conducted skype interviews and focus group discussions, collected the surveys 

immediately upon completion and sent them to the lead consultant via email. 

English and Khmer surveys were identical in number, so the multiple choice or 

yes/no questions did not need to be translated for data entry. However, the open 

ended questions in the surveys were translated by local consultants. Their focus 

group notes and key informant interviews were also translated into English and 

sent to the lead consultant for analysis.  
 

5. Data entry and analysis for the surveys were conducted using the STATA system 

of statistical analysis. The analysis of the focus group discussions data were done 

according to the classic qualitative framework developed by Ritchie and Spencer 

(1994),22 in which the key stages of analysis involve familiarization, identifying a 

thematic framework, indexing, charting, mapping and interpretation. Social science 

research contextualization 23  and Cambodia-specific perspectives were also 

considered in the interpretation of the comments.24 
 

                                                      
22 Ritchie, J. & Spencer, L. (1994). Qualitative data analysis for applied policy research. In Analysing 
Qualitative Data, pp. 173–194 [A. Bryman and R.G. Burgess, editors]. London: Routledge.  
23 Smithson, J. (2007). Using focus groups in social research. Research Gate. Downloaded 10 February, 
2020 from file:///C:/Users/jinir/Downloads/Usingfocusgroupsinsocialresearch.pdf  
24 Rabiee, F. (2004). Focus-group interview and data analysis. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society 63, 
655-660.  

file:///C:/Users/jinir/Downloads/Usingfocusgroupsinsocialresearch.pdf
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6. Key informant interviews were recorded on paper and were analyzed using similar 

methods as the focus group discussions.  
 

7. All survey, discussion, and interview notes have been protected from anyone 

outside of the research team.   

Data Analysis for Mixed Methods 

1. Data entry and analysis for the surveys were conducted using the STATA system 

of statistical analysis. The analysis of the focus group discussions data were done 

according to the classic qualitative framework developed by Ritchie and Spencer 

(1994),25 in which the key stages of analysis involve familiarization, identifying a 

thematic framework, indexing, charting, mapping and interpretation. Social science 

research contextualization 26  and Cambodia-specific perspectives were also 

considered in the interpretation of the comments.27 
 

2. Key informant interviews were recorded on paper and were analyzed using similar 

methods as the focus group discussions. 
 

3. All survey, discussion, and interview notes have been protected from anyone 

outside of the research team. Once the report is finally approved, only the lead 

consultant will electronically store the data in a password-protected file for a 

maximum of three years. 

  

                                                      
25 Ritchie, J. & Spencer, L. (1994). Qualitative data analysis for applied policy research. In Analysing 
Qualitative Data, pp. 173–194 [A. Bryman and R.G. Burgess, editors]. London: Routledge.  
26 Smithson, J. (2007). Using focus groups in social research. Research Gate. Downloaded 10 February, 
2020 from file:///C:/Users/jinir/Downloads/Usingfocusgroupsinsocialresearch.pdf  
27 Rabiee, F. (2004). Focus-group interview and data analysis. Proceedings of the Nutrition Society 63, 
655-660.  

file:///C:/Users/jinir/Downloads/Usingfocusgroupsinsocialresearch.pdf
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III. RESEARCH FINDINGS  

 

In this section, the research findings are presented following a thematic framework, 

corresponding to the seven research questions identified at the beginning of this report 

(see p. 13). Each research question is explored through the findings resulting from one 

or more data collection methods (surveys, focus groups, and key informant interviews) 

and then the data are synthesized to yield a holistic response to each research question 

based on all data collected. Additionally, some relevant interpretations of the findings are 

inserted as appropriate to shed light on the Cambodian data in light of global literature.  

 

RESEARCH QUESTION #1: What are the characteristics of 

supervisors and supervisees within the FCF | REACT 

network relevant to supervision?  

In this section, we report the various characteristics and attributes that supervisors and 

supervisees bring to the practice of supervision within the FCF | REACT member 

organizations, such as educational preparation, work experience, effect of prior training, 

levels of job-related stress and self-care, and opinions and preferences regarding 

supervision. 
 

Educational Background  

Tables 2 and 3 show the participant’s highest educational degree and their field of study.  

 

Table 2: Highest Level of Education         Table 3: Field of Study for Highest Degree 

 

Education Level 

 Supervisors Supervisees 

Secondary 

School 13.3% 18.5% 

Some 

University 3.3% 11.1% 

Associate 

degree 3.3% 3.7% 

Bachelor’s 36.7% 55.6% 

Master’s 43.3% 11.1% 

Highest Degree Subject 

 Supervisors Supervisees 

Psychology 10.4% 17.5% 

Social Work 17.2% 21.7% 

Education 17.2% 30.4% 

Business / 

Management 43.3% 11.10% 

Other 11.9% 19.3% 
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It is notable that 13.3% of the supervisors and 18.5% of the supervisees have completed 

secondary education only. It is not surprising that those with master’s degrees are heavily 

represented in the supervisor group. It is also notable, perhaps even alarming, that only 

39.2% of the frontline workers have degrees in psychology or social work while 43% of 

the supervisors have their highest degree in business or management. This may account 

for the significant level of concern expressed by both supervisors and supervisees in 

focus groups about content expertise at case work level (the specific content areas are 

discussed under Research Questions #3 and #4). Key informants also expressed concern 

that most of the social service workforce is filled with frontline workers and supervisors 

who do not have the proper training to provide effective interventions or supervision. This 

concern gives rise to the need to focus on targeted recruitment of social service trained 

staff and developing a pipeline of supervisors who have the education and experience 

requisite to the work. These concerns are also discussed later throughout this report. 
 

Experience in Social Service Work 

Along with education, experience is another factor related to supervision. Less 

experienced supervisees are likely to require more guidance both on the professional and 

personal fronts – although this is not always the case. On the other hand, more 

experienced supervisees may be less open to new concepts and methodologies or to 

younger supervisors with higher educational status, although this is also not always the 

case. Supervisors who have less social service experience are more likely to struggle to 

empathize with their supervisees and less able to provide the educational functions of 

supervision.  

 

Table 4: Social Service Experience 

 

Total Social Service Experience 

 Supervisors Supervisees 

Less than 3 

years 0% 22.2% 

3-6 years 20% 25.9% 

6-10 years 30% 29.6% 

10-15 years 20% 14.8% 

15-20 years 16.7% 3.7% 

20+ years 13.3% 3.7% 
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No supervisor reported having less than 3 years of experience. 28  While 80% of 

supervisors had more than 6 years of experience, the inverse was true for supervisees. 

(For reference here, supervisors’ and supervisees’ mean years of service in their current 

positions were 5.5 and 2.6 respectively as shown in Table 1).  

A notable finding in Table 4 is the 22.2% of supervisees who have more than 10 years of 

experience. While there are no global or regional guidelines on time on the frontlines 

before becoming a supervisor, over ten years of time a frontline worker is likely to become 

a supervisor depending on the agency’s internal parameters and culture for promotions. 

The other outlier figure is the 20% of supervisors who have only 3-6 years of experience. 

When closely examining those individuals, it can be seen that they generally have 

advanced degrees in social service fields, or they have stayed with the agency for an 

extended period of time.  

Further on education and work experience, in focus groups it was clear that there is a 

tension between the younger generation with formal social work training and the older 

cadre that, for the most part, hold unrelated degrees and have learned ‘on the job’. As 

shared by some in focus groups, this ‘upside down’ generational pattern can make 

supervision awkward if a younger person or a friend is assigned as one’s supervisor. The 

supervisor may feel reluctant, even when they have the skills to use a supportive 

approach, to point out mistakes, initiate corrective actions, require goal setting, or offer 

expertise.  

At the macro level, with the new Guidelines on Basic Competencies for the Social 

Workforce some participants with less or non-social service training expressed worry that 

only formal education will be recognized as the basis for certification or licensing. At the 

same time, this should spark discussion about those certification and training processes 

in light of the massive workforce without formal training. In addition, many of the key 

informants agreed that there needs to be a massive infusion of degreed social workers 

into the workforce, both for the hands-on work now and to mature into effective 

supervisors later. In the meantime, these dynamics suggest balancing within the agency 

in terms of recruitment and promotion, and retro-fitting some employees, as well as longer 

term strategies in hiring and training.  
 

                                                      
28 Nearly two-thirds of the supervisors are not social service workers as shown in the table, but they seem 
to have understood ‘social service experience’ to mean working in an agency providing social services. It 
is also possible that they have in fact been providing social services without the requisite formal training. It 
should also be noted that some supervisees reported their supervisor as having less than two years of 
experience. Since individual supervisee-supervisor pairs were not the unit of examination, it is not possible 
to identify which is the most accurate.  
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Effect of Prior Training on Supervision  

One of the goals of the project was to determine if and what type of difference prior 

participation in training had on the participants. Table 5 shows the number of supervisors 

and supervisees who attended previous supervision training. 

 

Table 5: Previous Supervision Training 

Training Attendance 

Training Project Supervisors Supervisees 

Action 

Research 2 (6.9%)    3 (10.3%) 

FCF | REACT 23 (76.7%) 8 (32%) 

TPO 4 (13.3%)         0 (0%) 

Other 11 (36.7%)    5 (22.7%) 

 

Only two supervisors and three supervisees reported attending the Action Research 

project, while 23 supervisors and eight supervisees reported having attended the FCF | 

REACT training on Social Work Supervision. In addition, four supervisors had attended 

the training offered by TPO. Among those attending more than one training workshop, 

the two supervisors who participated in the Action Research had also received the FCF | 

REACT training, and one supervisor had attended both FCF | REACT and TPO training. 

No supervisees attended multiple training. Finally, 11 supervisors and five supervisees 

reported participating in ‘other training’ that occurred mostly at the agency level. (Note: 

the ‘other’ category of training has not been included in the multiple training count above).  

T-tests were used29 to look for differences between respondents who had attended any 

prior trainings and those who had not. On average, supervisors who did attend the FCF | 

REACT training rated themselves slightly lower than supervisors who did not attend the 

training on every aspect of supervisory relationship (mutual trust, mutual respect, mutual 

positive feelings, sense of collaboration, sense of autonomy, sense of emotional safety 

and security), and on their confidence engaging in most supervisory tasks. None of these 

differences were statistically significant, however. Part of the reason for the lack of 

statistical significance is likely attributable to the low number of respondents; it is difficult 

to make reliable comparisons when comparing such small groups of people, even using 

t-tests. Another possible interpretation for this pattern is that the training has served to 

increase awareness of the skill set necessary for good supervision, bringing participants 

to the realization that more training is needed. There is support for this theory in the 

                                                      
29 T-tests are a statistical analytic method to control for other variables and tease out the difference made 
by a particular variable, especially when the sample size is small.  
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knowledge literature, that greater knowledge can generate deeper self-assessment and 

greater awareness of one’s limitations.30  However, without further exploration this is 

simply an unconfirmed conjecture.  

The same is true for the Ragamuffin Action Research training – although those results 

should be taken even less seriously, as there were only 2 supervisors in the sample who 

attended the training. The three supervisees who attended either FCF | REACT or 

Ragamuffin trainings also tended to give lower ratings across aspects of their supervisory 

relationships. Again, this may be due to increased awareness of what ideal supervision 

looks like. It is also a possible indication that while they have gained some knowledge on 

supervision, they need much more practice to feel comfortable in participating in 

supervision. 
 

Job-related Stress and Self-Care 

All participants answered questions about individual factors such as job-related stress, 

self-care, and social support system. Two thirds of supervisors rated their job-related 

stress level as “moderate.” 26.7% of supervisors rated their stress level “low” or 

“extremely low.” No supervisors rated it “high” or “extremely high.” In contrast, 30.8% of 

supervisees rated their job-related stress level as “high” or “extremely high,” 30.8% rated 

it “moderate,” and 38.5% rated it “low” or “extremely low.” The reason for the difference 

is difficult to detect based on the collected survey data, but focus group discussions 

suggest that it is likely related to the high caseloads and the lack of empathy shown by 

some supervisors. Some frontline workers expressed feeling that they are expected to be 

‘machines’ to pump out client numbers and outcomes by supervisors who did not 

understand ‘what it’s like in the field’.  

Responses about self-care did not differ by group: approximately two-thirds of both 

supervisors and supervisees rated their self-care as “adequate,” while one third rated it 

as “not adequate.” Individuals with master’s degrees were more likely to say that they 

practiced adequate self-care than individuals with less education. Almost all respondents 

rated their social support system as “very strong” or “moderately strong.” 
 

Supervision Opinions and Preferences 

When asked their general opinion of supervision, 93.3% of supervisors rated it as “very 

helpful,” while the remainder rated it as “somewhat helpful.” No supervisors marked “little 

bit helpful” or “worse than not having any.” Responses from supervisees were somewhat 

                                                      
30 See, for example, Steiner, P. (2014). The impact of the self-awareness process on learning and leading. 
New England Board of Higher Education. Available online at https://nebhe.org/journal/the-impact-of-the-
self-awareness-process-on-learning-and-leading/ 

https://nebhe.org/journal/the-impact-of-the-self-awareness-process-on-learning-and-leading/
https://nebhe.org/journal/the-impact-of-the-self-awareness-process-on-learning-and-leading/
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less positive: 85.2% of supervisees rated supervision as “very helpful,” while the 

remainder rated it as “somewhat helpful” or “little bit helpful.” None marked “worse than 

not having any.” Again, this gap between supervisors and supervisees indicate the need 

for better harmonization of supervision in terms of its definition, goals, expectations, and 

limitations.   

Regarding internal and external supervision, the majority of both groups stated that they 

would prefer a combination of internal and external supervision (76.7% of supervisors, 

and 55.6% of supervisees). 20% of supervisors and 37% of supervisees would like only 

all internal supervision, while only 3.3% (N=1) of supervisors and 7.4% (N=2) of 

supervisees would like all external supervision. The main reasons given for using external 

supervision was the lack of expertise or the lack of supportive supervision within the 

agency, as expressed both in response to the open ended question on the survey and in 

focus groups. Some supervisees felt that a second opinion on difficult cases would be 

helpful. The need for combined external/internal approach seems based on filling the 

expertise gap at the agency while still performing the administrative and mediative 

functions of supervision within the agency.  

 

RESEARCH QUESTION #2: How is supervision being utilized 

among FCF | REACT partner organizations?  

In order to learn about the current practice of supervision among the FCF | REACT partner 

organizations, the research team sought to understand the institutional context for 

supervision, current supervision practices, and the various aspects of the supervisory 

relationship.  
 

Institutional Context 

On the survey, identical questions were asked of both supervisors and supervisees 

regarding agency policy, agency-provided supervision resources, and uses of supervision 

within the agency. Results from both groups were analyzed together, with some 

differences highlighted in Table 6 below. 

Agency Supervision Policy: 56% of respondents reported their agency has a 

written policy on supervision. An additional 21% said that work on a policy has been 

started, while 14% said the work has not been started and 9% did not know. Of 

respondents whose agencies did have a written supervision policy (N=32), 19% did not 

know when it was written. Among those who did know, 56% said the policy had been 

completed within the past year, 8% said 1-2 years ago, and 36% said it had been 

completed more than two years ago. It appears that some agencies have had supervision 
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policies in place for some time (2+ years), most others have newly developed or are in 

the process of developing policies. Examination of those policies was not within the scope 

of this study, but the study revealed that the FCF | REACT network has developed a 

template for the policy, that member agencies can adapt. Regarding periodic policy 

review, 31% of respondents whose agencies had written supervision policies did not know 

if those policies were regularly reviewed. 47% said the policies were reviewed at least 

once a year, 19% said they were reviewed, but not every year, and 3% (one respondent) 

said the policy was not reviewed. 

In focus groups, most participants indicated that their agency’s supervision policy was not 

followed strictly due to time limitation, other priorities, and unavailability of supervisors or 

supervisees at the appointed time. Ad-hoc supervision, i.e., asking supervisor questions 

with an urgent case issue, seems to be very common; and the maintenance of regular 

supervision schedule seems challenging for a majority of the agencies in the study.    

Content of Supervision Policy: Respondents who reported that their agencies had 

supervision policies were asked to identify what the policy addresses, by marking items 

from the following list. Items are presented from most commonly addressed to least 

commonly addressed. 

● Confidentiality of information discussed during supervision: 94% 

● How supervision should be documented: 87% 

● Responsibilities of supervisors and supervisees for supervision: 87% 

● Types of supervision provided: 80% 

● Frequency and length of supervision: 77% 

● Dealing with violation of agency policy or professional ethics: 70%31 

 

Other Agency Policies Related to Supervision: As delineated in the literature 

review, job-related stress is high in the social service sector, and supervision is relied 

upon to address it at the individual level. However, institutional policies related to mental 

health leave, promotions, anti-discrimination, and clear lines of authority are also closely 

related to job-related stress and hence, supervision. In this study, 84% of respondents 

(N=50) said their agencies have a clear written policy on promotions and raises. 95% 

(N=56) said their agency has a written policy on non-discrimination of staff and clients. 

About half of respondents (N=28) did not know their agency’s policies about paid mental 

health leave, but one quarter of respondents (N=14) said their agency does not provide 

paid mental health leave. The remaining quarter of respondents were split evenly 

                                                      
31 Note: In the absence of an official Code of Ethics for social service workers in Cambodia, it is difficult to 
speak of supervision as a forum for maintenance of ethics; however, many NGOs have developed formal 
or informal ethical guidelines they adhere to. Cambodia has developed a draft Code of Ethics that is slated 
to be field tested, but the exact schedule is unknown at this time (March, 2020).  
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between “1 day per month” (N=7) and “More than one day per month” (N=7).32 Every 

respondent (both supervisors and supervisees) said they know the line of authority in their 

agency and that their agency has a clear written job description for them. In the focus 

groups most of the supervisors said that providing supervision was a part of their job 

description, but many said that the details were vague as to time frame, goals, procedures, 

or methods of reporting supervision. 

Time and Resource Support for Supervision: A large majority of respondents 

reported that their agencies provide necessary support for supervision. 88% of 

respondents said their agency provides time and resources to supervisors to help provide 

quality supervision. 84.2% of respondents said their agency provides private space for 

supervision. 96.5% of respondents said their agency has computers and other equipment 

for training purposes. On each of these three indicators, no significant difference was 

detected between supervisors’ and supervisees’ responses. 

Supervision Formats: Respondents were presented with five common supervision 

formats and asked which types their agency provided. Responses were as follows: 

● One-on-one, face to face: 97% 

● Group (multiple workers with one supervisor): 46% 

● Peer (coworkers without supervisor): 28% 

● Distance (via skype or phone): 28%* 

● External (by supervisor from different agency): 12% 

*Supervisors’ and supervisees’ responses differed significantly only on distance 

supervision. 43% of supervisors reported that their agency provides distance supervision, 

while only 11% of supervisees reported the same. The difference may be related to the 

different perceptions of supervision between the two groups. Focus group discussions 

suggested that supervisees do not consider directives given to their supervisors on the 

phone as ‘supervision’, only as ‘orders’. In reality, such directives are in fact part of the 

administrative function of supervision but supervisees may understand only face-to-face 

supervision as ‘counting’ for supervision. 

Priority Content for Supervision at Agency: Next, respondents were given 8 

potential uses of supervision and asked to rate how highly each use was prioritized within 

their agency on a scale from 1 to 3 (1= high priority, 2= medium priority, 3= low priority). 

As shown in Table 6, supervisors’ and supervisees’ responses were quite similar except 

in two functions: on ‘dealing with numbers of clients served’, and ‘compliance with budget 

limits’. For "number of clients served," supervisees ranked it as 1.89, while supervisors 

ranked it at 1.5. In other words, supervisees felt that less priority was given to number of 

clients served than did the supervisors. For "compliance with budget limits,” supervisees 

                                                      
32  In the focus groups it was almost universally mentioned that a formal ‘mental health leave’ is not 
designated, but it would be allowed under their ‘sick leave’ policy. 
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ranked it at 2.05, while supervisors ranked it at 2.4. Here, the supervisors downplayed 

the importance given to budgetary compliance but the supervisees felt that more 

emphasis was given to that item. Attention should also focus on the low priority placed on 

providing educational materials, as receiving technical knowledge and skills was among 

the highest supervision needs expressed by supervisees. Clearly, the data show that the 

relative lack of social service knowledge and skills among the supervisors is impacting 

supervision practices within the FCF | REACT network.  

 

Table 6: Supervision Priorities in the Agency 

Uses of Supervision, by Priority Rating 

1= high priority, 2= medium priority, 3= low priority 

Use Average Rating 

Compliance with client outcomes 1.38 

Help with job-related stress 1.46 

Providing emotional support 1.59 

Number of clients served 1.68 

Teaching new work-related skills 1.81 

Corrective action on staff mistakes 1.87 

Compliance with budget limits 2.25 

Providing educational materials 2.28 

Note: Uses of supervision are arranged from high priority to low priority. Rows highlighted in gray 

represent areas with a statistically significant difference between line worker and supervisor rankings.  

  

Supervision Practices 

Assigned Supervisor: 78% of supervisees said they have a specific person who is 

their direct supervisor. Apparently, those who do not have a specific supervisor may 

access other more senior staff members in the agency who can serve as supervisors. 

Among supervisors, 90% of supervisors have an upline supervisor at their same agency, 

6.7% (N=2) have a supervisor at a different agency, and 3.3% (N=1) have no upline 

supervisor. Having an unspecified supervisor is problematic in several ways: there is no 

guaranteed access to an assigned supervisor resulting in fragmentation of guidance, lack 

of a strong mentoring relationship, and diffusion of lines of accountability, to name a few.  

Supervisor and Supervisee Ratio: Most supervisors were responsible for multiple 

supervisees, with 28% having 1-2 supervisees, 35% having 3-5, 31% having 5-10, and 
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7% having more than 10 supervisees.33 The ratio of supervisors and supervisees is highly 

sensitive to the agency context and the expertise and needs of supervisors and 

supervisees. As further detailed in the footnote below, there is no globally recommended 

ratio; in fact, suggesting such a ratio can be misleading as it should be individually 

determined at the agency level. What is suggested by the data in this project, however, 

is that the proportion of supervisors with social service training needs to be drastically 

increased, with competency in the tasks and skills related to all four functions of social 

service supervision.   

Supervision Session Length and Frequency: Participants were asked about the 

average length and frequency of their supervision sessions. 63% of supervisees said they 

have a regularly scheduled supervision session with their supervisor but the frequency 

differed widely. Only 11% of supervisees said their supervision sessions were once a 

week or more, 22% said every 2 or 3 weeks, 37% said once a month, and 26% said less 

frequently than once a month. Reports of average session length ranged from 10 minutes 

to two hours, with about half of respondents reporting that their average session lasts 

more than one hour. Supervisors’ and supervisees’ estimates of supervision session 

length did not differ significantly. Assuming that each supervisee receives a one-hour 

supervision session per week, as is the recommended practice in social service 

agencies,34 the greater numbers represent a sizable commitment of time that must be set 

aside for supervision. 82.7% of supervisors and 70.4% of supervisees said that both 

supervisor and supervisee decide what is talked about in the supervision session. This 

slight difference was not statistically significant, but if agenda-setting is part of 

empowering supervisees, its implementation is being perceived somewhat differently 

between the two groups.  

Preferred Formats and Tasks: Supervisors and supervisees also expressed similar 

preferences about types of supervision. On average, both groups ranked supervision 

options as follows: (1 – first preference) One-on-one with supervisor, (2) Group with one 

supervisor, (3) Peer (colleagues, no supervisor), (4) Electronic (phone call, texts), (5 – 

last preference) No supervision at all. Although an in-depth probe of the benefits and 

drawbacks of the various formats is beyond the scope of this project, global literature 

                                                      
33 Although there have been attempts to establish an ‘ideal’ ratio of supervisor and supervisees (see, e.g., 
Inter-agency Guidelines for Case Management & Child Protection, available online at 
http://www.cpcnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/CM_guidelines_ENG_.pdf), this ratio is highly 
sensitive to the agency context. For example, in some agencies, seasoned workers may maintain reduced 
caseloads in order to provide high quality supervision to many frontline workers and/or to act as liaison 
between the frontline workforce and management, while other supervisors carry out mostly case work, 
combined with smaller supervision responsibilities.   
34 It should be noted that this is the standard in the social work profession in highly developed countries, 
and there is no global recommendation. Again, the standards are highly contextual and must be determined 
at the agency level. See Reamer, F. (2002). Eye on Ethics. 
https://www.socialworktoday.com/news/eoe_070802.shtml  

http://www.cpcnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/CM_guidelines_ENG_.pdf
https://www.socialworktoday.com/news/eoe_070802.shtml
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emphasizes one-on-one and group supervision as most beneficial, although peer 

supervision is also practiced where the first two forms are not readily available.  

Supervisors’ Enjoyment of Supervision Tasks: Supervisors were also asked how 

much they enjoy four types of supervision activities: Administrative, Supportive, 

Educational, and Mediation / Advocacy (Scale: 1= very much, 2= enjoy, 3= do not enjoy). 

On average, supervisors rated their enjoyment highest for Supportive activities (1.17), 

then Educational activities (1.38), then Mediation / Advocacy activities (1.66), and lastly 

Administrative activities (1.83). Notably, 82.7% said they very much enjoy supportive 

activities, and 62.1% said they very much enjoy educational activities. No respondents 

said they “do not enjoy” the Educational or Supportive supervision activities. However, 

these findings are somewhat different from data reported in Table 6, where providing 

educational materials actually ranked as last priority. In fleshing this out in focus groups, 

it became apparent that supervisors would like to do more educational tasks in 

supervision but often lacked the knowledge and skills or could not access appropriate 

materials.  
 

Supervisory Relationships 

Research has indicated that the supervisory relationship is the most influential factor in 

producing positive outcomes for the supervisee.35 Supervisors and supervisees rated 

aspects of their supervisory relationship on a scale from 1-5, where 1 meant “very bad” 

and 5 meant “excellent.” Average ratings from supervisors were slightly higher on most 

aspects. However, the only statistically significant difference between groups was on 

“sense of collaboration,” in which supervisees on average rated their supervisory 

relationships better than supervisors did. See Table 7, below. All supervisees except for 

one said that if they made a mistake on a case, they would tell their supervisor and seek 

guidance from him or her, which may indicate a sense of trust and safety, although this 

sense of trust was portrayed as being lower by more in focus groups. 

In focus groups supervisees reported that the FCF | REACT training was changing the 

understanding of supervision so that it is increasingly being viewed as a collaborative 

process. The supervisors also viewed it as leveling the power differential between 

supervisors and supervisees; however, they felt that some supervisees are still reluctant 

to trust them (based on former cultural patterns), and some still expected the supervisor 

to take complete charge of the sessions.  

 

                                                      
35 See Roby, J. and Global Social Service Alliance (2016). The evidence base on the social service 
workforce: Current knowledge, gaps and future research direction. Available online: 
http://www.socialserviceworkforce.org/resources/evidence-base-social-service-workforce-current-
knowledge-gaps-and-future-research 

http://www.socialserviceworkforce.org/resources/evidence-base-social-service-workforce-current-knowledge-gaps-and-future-research
http://www.socialserviceworkforce.org/resources/evidence-base-social-service-workforce-current-knowledge-gaps-and-future-research
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Table 7: Ratings on Supervisory Relationship 

Rating Aspects of Supervisory Relationship 

5= Excellent  4= Good  3= Fair  2= Bad  1= Very bad 

Aspect Supervisees Supervisors 

Sense of collaboration 4.22 3.90 

Mutual trust 4.00 4.03 

Mutual respect 3.96 4.20 

Emotional safety and security 3.93 4.13 

Mutual positive feelings 3.85 4.00 

Sense of autonomy 3.70 3.76 

Note: Aspects of supervisory relationship are arranged from best to worst, based on supervisees' 

ratings. The only statistically significant difference between supervisees' and supervisors' 

perceptions was on "sense of collaboration." 

 

Challenges in Supervisory Relationships: Participants were also presented with a 

list of common challenges to supervisory relationships. Supervisors and supervisees 

were given different, but overlapping lists, based on factors thought to be most relevant 

to each group. The findings are presented as percentages in Table 8. More supervisors 

than supervisees identified issues with cultural differences and age differences, while 

more supervisees identified issues with gender differences. Interestingly, 41% of 

supervisors identified their own lack of motivation as a challenge to their supervisory 

relationship. Some supervisees complained that their supervisors had not explained their 

(supervisees’) roles in supervision but expected them to fulfill those expectations. Overall, 

it seems that the supervisory relationships are developing into positive and collaborative 

direction; but it is taking time for a new conceptualization and procedures take root. 

Sexual attraction/harassment was noted as a challenge by 4% (N=1) of supervisees and 

13.8% (N=4) of supervisors. While these were the least significant concerns for each 

group, it is regrettable that they were not separated and explored further.36 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
36 Participants who indicated this item as a problem were not willing to discuss it further in the group setting 
or individually. According to research ethics, they were not pressured to disclose.  
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Table 8: Challenges in the Supervisory Relationship (based on total responses from each 

group) 

Challenges to Supervisory Relationship 

Challenge Lineworkers (N= 25) Supervisors (N= 29) 

Personality clash / tension Not asked 48.3% (14) 

Supervisor's lack of motivation Not asked 41.4% (12) 

Difficult power dynamics Not asked 34.5% (10) 

Cultural differences 16% (4) 27.6% (8) 

Supervisee is older 8% (2) 24.1% (7) 

Gender differences 32% (8) 13.8% (4) 

Sexual attraction / harassment 4% (1) 13.8% (4) 

Supervisor's poor expertise 24% (6) Not asked 

Supervisor's attitude toward supervisee 20% (5) Not asked 

Abuse of authority / power 8% (2)                Not asked 

Note: Challenges are arranged in order of frequency cited by supervisors. Lineworkers and 

supervisors were asked about some of the same challenges and some different challenges. 

Also note, only 25 lineworkers and 29 supervisors responded to the question, and the 

percentages correlate with those who responded.  

 

Perceptions of Supervisor Expertise:37 Notably, half of supervisees who knew how 

much experience their supervisors have in social services said their supervisor had 2 

years of experience or less. 38  Nevertheless, most supervisees perceived their 

supervisors’ expertise to be greater than their own: 44% of supervisees reported that their 

supervisors have “much greater expertise” than them, 30% said “somewhat greater 

expertise,” and 22% said their supervisor’s expertise was “about equal to their own.” Only 

one respondent said their own expertise was greater than their supervisor’s. In other 

words, less than half of the supervisees felt their supervisors had ‘much greater’ expertise, 

which is seen as the level to engender strong confidence in their supervisor’s guidance 

and advice. Although ‘somewhat greater’ expertise is positive, it does not promote that 

                                                      
37 Generally, in social work, ‘expertise’ is defined as the level of knowledge, skills, and experience. However, 
this definition was not provided in the survey. Going forward, it is recommended that the national standards 
include minimum set of knowledge, skills, and experience for the supervisor; however, in the meantime, 
this can be done at the network or agency levels.  
38 It is interesting that no supervisor in the research project listed their experience as less than 3 years. This 
is one of the natural disadvantages of self-report surveys but the discrepancy sheds some light on the 
supervisors’ desire to be seen as being more experienced. Furthermore, self-reports are deemed to be a 
standard data collection method. 
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strong sense of confidence across the board. At the bottom of the scale, when the 

supervisor is perceived as having equal or lower level of expertise than the supervisee, 

the quality of supervision is likely to suffer – most notably in the educational function.  

Most supervisors (69%) reported their expertise was “somewhat greater” than their 

supervisees in working with the type of cases their supervisees have. When measured 

on average, supervisors and supervisees had similar perceptions of supervisor expertise. 

Again, these findings are likely an accurate reflection of the training and current expertise 

of the supervisors.   

 

RESEARCH QUESTION #3: What are the supervision-related 

strengths and needs of FCF | REACT partner organizations’ 

frontline staff?  

Strengths of Frontline Workers  

Although the findings have shown that only about a third of the frontline staff in the FCF | 

REACT network have received formal training in social sciences, many national experts 

observed that frontline workers in general are incredibly committed and are excellent at 

establishing quick rapport with their clients. During focus groups and key informant 

interviews, it became very clear that the frontline staff of the FCF | REACT network are, 

for the most part, enthusiastic about their work. Experts also agree, and it was confirmed 

in focus groups, that the frontline staff are eager to learn and try different and new 

methods of intervention. They have very positive attitudes toward supervision, and many 

feel that they have already benefitted a great deal in dealing with job-related stress and 

difficult client cases.  

Additional comments shared in focus groups by supervisees included:  

1. A significant number of the supervisees stated that they were able to manage 

their cases with the help of supervision and consultations among their peers.  

2. Many supervisees also took pride in their strong commitment and willingness 

to learn, so that they can serve their clients and advocate for them. Some 

mentioned gaining the skills to empathize with clients through supervision.  

3. Respecting and supporting each other in managing job-related stress was also 

mentioned by several participants.  

4. Being able to collaborate with partner stakeholders, having independence at 

work, and having the opportunity to give and receive feedback to/from 

supervisor and donors were also mentioned as strengths.  
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Needs and Challenges of Frontline Workers 

At the same time, the frontline workers expressed many challenges and needs associated 

with supervision in context of their work. First, in the survey, two major bundles of 

information provided background: the degree of challenge they felt with each type of client 

case they encounter (Table 9), and their need for technical training to deal with cases 

(Table 10).  

Challenging Cases/Issues for Supervisees: Supervisees were given a list of types 

of clients and asked to rate how stressful each one was to deal with. Supervisors were 

given the same list and asked to rate how stressful each one was for their staff to deal 

with. Table 9 compares the perceptions of supervisees and supervisors. In all cases 

where perceptions differed significantly, supervisors rated client groups as more stressful 

for their supervisees than the supervisees themselves did. These ratings of client 

stressfulness may serve as an indication of where additional training is needed for 

supervisees and also for supervisors. 

 

Table 9: Challenging Client Populations or Issues 

Client Stressfulness 

1= most stressful     2= somewhat stressful     3= not stressful 

Client group Supervisees Supervisors 

Significance 

Level 

Caregivers with mental health issue 1.63 1.53  

Overly demanding clients 1.67 1.60  

Clients who are hostile / resistant 1.70 1.47  

Caregivers with substance abuse 1.73 1.37 p<.05 

Victims of trafficking / exploitation 1.85 1.69  

Clients with low mental capacity 1.89 1.77  

Juvenile justice clients 1.93 1.72  

Children / youth with mental illness 1.93 1.43 p<.05 

Children / youth with disabilities 1.93 1.83  

Child victims of abuse and neglect 1.96 1.59 p<.05 

Caregivers with domestic violence 2.04 1.63 p<.05 

Caregivers who are not motivated 2.22 1.27 p<.05 

Children in residential care 2.46 2.03 p<.05 
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Note: Client groups are arranged in order of most to least stressful, as rated by supervisees. 

Rows highlighted in gray represent significant differences in perception between supervisors 

and supervisees. 

 

 

Supervisees’ Needs for Technical Training: Supervisees were asked which of a list 

of topics they would like to learn more about in supervision. Using the same list, 

supervisors were asked which topics they would like more training on to help their 

supervisees with. Table 10 shows the percentages of each group that wanted to learn 

more about each topic. “Handling difficult cases” stood out from the rest, with about 93% 

of supervisees and 87% of supervisors desiring additional training. It is also notable that 

nearly every topic was requested by more than half of the respondents. 

 

 Table 10: Need for Technical Training 

Additional Training Wanted 

Subject Supervisees Supervisors 

Handling difficult cases 92.6% 86.7% 

General knowledge and skills 77.8% 60.0% 

Handling job-related stress 74.1% 60.0% 

Advocating for resources for clients 59.3% 56.7% 

Documentation 55.6% 46.7% 

Advocating for better work environment 51.9% 56.7% 

Getting along with colleagues 48.2% 43.3% 

Handling personal stress 44.4% 50.0% 

Managing time 44.4% 50.0% 

Note: Subjects are arranged in order of most to least frequently requested by supervisees.  

No statistically significant differences between supervisors and supervisees were found. 

 

 

Focus Group Discussion on Supervisees’ Needs and Challenges: Against the 

backdrop of challenges with their cases and technical needs collected from the surveys, 

supervisees were asked to discuss the needs that they had with regard to supervision. 

Supervisees were very vocal and spent the bulk of time discussing their needs and wishes 

for supervision on this topic, and these findings are summarized as follows:  
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1. A most common concern was not having a clear definition, purpose, benefits and 

limitations of supervision, so that they are not sure what to expect or plan for. They 

did not clearly understand the roles for the supervisor and supervisee. Even when 

supervisors had attended the supervision training, they had not shared what the 

supervisees are expected to do to participate in effective supervision. 
  

2. As supported by the data under supervision length and frequency, a prominent 

need was to have regular, predictable, and dedicated supervision sessions. Even 

when the agency policy dictates weekly sessions, supervision was often the first 

thing to be cancelled when there are pressing administrative deadlines imposed 

on supervisors and/or supervisees. Even ‘regular’ sessions tend to be too short, 

and it is difficult to prioritize which cases should be dealt with first. Issues of 

communication and transportation challenges related to field work often interfere 

with scheduled supervision meetings.  
 

3. Another frequently mentioned need was to receive technical training in working 

with specific populations of clients (see Table 9), and in intervention methodologies 

(see Table 10). This intense need for technical training is likely the result of staff 

who may have been hired without a broad social service formal training (such as 

in social work) or in a specific area of social services (such as psychology, child 

development, or juvenile justice). While it is unrealistic to expect that supervision 

alone can systemically fill this large technical gap, supervision can provide some 

targeted knowledge or skills.39  
 

4. Within their agencies, 20% (N=5) of the supervisees would like to feel more respect 

and support from supervisors and managers. See Table 8. This was especially the 

case with regard to case outcomes when supervisors did not recognize the 

strengths of a client and considered the case a failure. Sometimes supervisors 

humiliated them in front of their clients and peers, because the supervisors have 

not tracked the whole case over time. Some line workers talked about how their 

supervisor does not understand measuring client progress, because their business 

background has not trained them to look at positive behavioural or emotional 

changes as progress. Some said that many supervisors try to cover up their lack 

of knowledge by acting like ‘they know it all’.  
 

5. To some supervisees, supervision still felt like a ‘blaming session’ where the 

supervisor blames them for things that have gone wrong in their cases, or 

‘traditional’ in tone, meaning authoritarian use of top-down power. This is 

supported by data in Table 8 where 20% (N=5) of the supervisees reported 

supervisors’ attitudes toward them as a challenge, and 8% (N=2) reported abuse 

                                                      
39 As there is a shortage of formally trained social service professionals, this is a dilemma that needs 
concerted leadership and a strategic plan at the highest level of government. 
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of power by supervisors. Even more revealing, 48.3% (N=14) of the supervisors 

reported ‘personality clash, tension’ as the top challenge in the supervisory 

relationship, and 34.5% (N=10) supervisors reported ‘difficult power dynamics’ as 

a challenge in the supervisory relationship.  
 

6. For some, age, gender, and personal relationships impact the dynamics in the 

supervision context. As shown in Table 8, some supervisees (32%, N=8) 

expressed discomfort with opposite sex supervisors. Others felt uncomfortable 

when their supervisor was younger (8%, N=2) or had less experience with case 

work (24%, N=6). These concerns were shared also in focus groups. Finally, one 

or two people shared that having a personal friend as a supervisor was 

uncomfortable.  
 

7. Several supervisees mentioned that supervisors should maintain better 

professional boundaries; i.e. the supervisor should not discuss his or her own 

problems or turn the session into a friendly chat not related to the cases, or 

complain about other employees. In addition, they should protect the confidentiality 

of the supervisee. 
 

8. Other concerns, less prevalent among the participants, included being confused 

between supervision and counseling, inconsistent documentation expectations 

within the agency, poor communication skills from supervisors, expecting too much 

of new employees to create supervision agenda, and the need to monitor 

supervisors’ performance following training. One suggested an occasional use of 

external supervisors for dealing with personal challenges. It should be noted that 

the use of external supervision was more frequently associated in the surveys with 

lack of supervisor expertise.  
 

9. Asked for a wish list to show their supervisors, the supervisees mentioned the 

following:  

I. Reduced caseload and higher quality of work were mentioned by 

participants in three out of five locations. Some reported having caseloads 

as high as 50.  
 

II. More material support such as equipment, communication and 

transportation support, and mission allowances.  
 

III. Better career support with promotions and raises. This request is likely 

related to the one-fifths of the supervisees with more than 10 years of 

experience in their agencies, and raises an issue with the agency policy on 

promotions and attendant requirements. One mentioned that there should 

be a human resources officer in their agency to administer such a policy.  
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IV. More understanding from supervisors when they cannot return calls 

promptly from the field, as they are out of cell range.  
 

V. Several mentioned formal qualifications should be established for 

supervisors and more training required of their supervisors. Also, there 

should be a budget set aside for training. 
 

VI. A couple of groups mentioned that they would like to see a licensing system 

for frontline social workers. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION #4: What are the strengths and needs 

of current FCF | REACT partner organizations’ supervisors?  
 

Supervisors’ Strengths 

Based on feedback from both supervisors and supervisees on the survey and focus 

groups, there are many strengths being felt and demonstrated by FCF | REACT 

supervisors. First, on the survey, two bundles of information provide background and 

context for supervisors’ strengths.  

Supervisors’ Confidence in Performing Supervision Tasks: Supervisors were 

asked to rate their confidence in performing specific supervision tasks on a 3-point scale 

where 1= very confident, 2= somewhat confident, and 3= not confident. On average, 

supervisors were especially confident in their skills with active and empathic listening and 

ensuring ethical behavior; while feeling they were not tending toward ‘somewhat 

confident’ or ‘not confident’ about ensuring accountability, monitoring use of resources, 

demonstrating new methods, knowledge or skills. Overall, supervisors were ‘very 

confident’ or ‘somewhat confident’ on all categories, but they are only ‘somewhat 

confident’ on most categories. Demonstrating a new method, offering new knowledge and 

skills, performing staff evaluations, or critiquing staff demonstrations are areas where they 

are less confident.  
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Table 11: Supervisor Confidence in Conducting Supervision Tasks 

Supervisor Confidence in Supervision Tasks (N=30) 

1= very confident, 2= somewhat confident, and 3= not confident 

 

Very 

Confident 

Somewhat 

Confident 

Not 

confident 

Average 

Rating 

Active and empathic listening 74% 23% 3% 1.30 

Ensuring ethical behavior 60% 37% 3% 1.43 

Help with problem solving 47% 53% 0% 1.53 

Ensuring accountability 40% 57% 3% 1.63 

Monitoring use of resources 43% 54% 3% 1.63 

Demonstrating new method 30% 70% 0% 1.70 

Offering new knowledge & skills 30% 67% 3% 1.73 

Performing staff evaluation 33% 50% 17% 1.83 

Critiquing staff demonstration 24% 55% 21% 1.97 

 

 

Supervisors’ Perceived Competence in Guiding Staff with Specific Client 

Populations: Supervisors were asked to rate their competence in guiding their staff when 

dealing with a variety of client issues. Competence ratings were analyzed only for 

supervisors who said that their supervisees currently had cases dealing with that issue. 

As a whole, supervisors expressed particular strength in guiding staff on cases of child 

neglect (65%, or 17 out of 26, rated themselves “very competent”) and child verbal / 

emotional abuse (60%, or 15 out of 25, rated themselves “very competent”). Over one 

quarter of supervisors whose agencies deal with cases of mental illness and juvenile 

justice rated themselves as “not competent” in guiding staff on these issues, showing 

significant need for training and growth in these areas. Supervisors with master’s degrees 

rated themselves more competent in guiding staff to deal with clients with mental illness 

and disabilities, indicating that increased formal education level is helpful.  
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Table 12: Supervisor’s Competence in Guiding Staff on Client Risks 

Supervisor Competence Guiding Staff with Specific Client Risks 

1= very competent, 2= somewhat competent, and 3= not competent 

(note: only participants who had each type of case responded) 

 

Very 

competent 

Somewhat 

competent 

Not 

competent 

Average 

Rating 

Child neglect 65% (17/26) 35% (9/26) 0% (0/26) 1.34 

Child verbal / emotional abuse 60% (15/25) 40% (10/25) 0% (0/25) 1.40 

Child sexual abuse 63% (12/19) 32% (6/19) 5% (1/19) 1.42 

Child physical abuse 57% (12/21) 38% (8/21) 5% (1/21) 1.48 

Homelessness   47% (9/19) 53% (10/19) 0% (0/19) 1.53 

Child victims of violence 46% (11/24) 50% (12/24) 4% (1/24) 1.58 

Alternative care   50% (9/18) 39% (7/18) 11% (2/18) 1.61 

Domestic violence 43% (10/23) 52% (12/23) 4% (1/23) 1.61 

Child trafficking / exploitation 44% (8/18) 44% (8/18) 12% (2/18) 1.67 

Disability 27% (6/22) 55% (12/22) 18% (4/22) 1.91 

Substance abuse 24% (4/17) 59% (10/17) 17% (3/17) 1.94 

Mental illness 28% (5/18) 44% (8/18) 28% (5/18) 2.00 

Juvenile justice 14% (2/14) 50% (7/14) 35% (5/14) 2.21 

 

It is interesting to look at the data in Table 9, where most supervisors felt that mental 

health, substance abuse, and disability were the most challenging client cases, and 

compare those findings to data in Table 12. In Table 12, they repeat these same concerns 

in terms of their ability to supervise those cases. They say that they are only ‘somewhat 

competent’ or ‘not competent’ to supervise disability case (73% for both categories), 

substance abuse (76%), and mental illness (72%). In addition, supervisors feel only 

somewhat competent or not competent (total of 85%) in supervising cases involving 

juvenile justice. 

Fleshed out further in focus groups, the following points summarize supervisors’ 

comments on supervision-related strengths:  

 Most supervisors saw themselves as competent (‘very competent’ or 

‘somewhat competent’) to supervise, including expertise (knowledge, skill, 

experience) at the case level (see Table 12), with some notable exceptions.  
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 Many supervisors felt their understanding and confidence in facilitating 

supervision were greatly increased by the FCF | REACT training, and their 

immediate supervision skills were enhanced through the tools provided (forms, 

planning templates, supervision agreement, etc.).   
 

 Supervisors felt that supervision had improved the quality of work on individual 

cases through supervisors providing new knowledge and skills to line staff in 

line with the educational function.  
 

 There was wide agreement that supervisors were meeting the supportive 

needs of staff, boosting their morale, building trust and confidence, enhancing 

the relationship between supervisors and supervisees, and preventing 

secondary trauma. Some mentioned as strengths their commitment to good 

supervision, use of communication skills, and their ability to empower 

supervisees (e.g. through allowing them to set their agenda). It should be 

noted, however, that in Table 8 supervisees pointed out several major 

difficulties in the supervisory relationship, and some of those points were re-

iterated in focus groups although less prominently.40  
 

 The focus group discussions strongly suggested that most supervisors have a 

very positive attitude toward supervision and toward their supervisees. Since 

there is some contradiction in the supervisors’ overall perspective and that of 

the supervisees’, some open and honest reflection and dialogue may be in 

order.  
 

 Promoting supervisees’ self-care was also mentioned as a supervision related 

achievement, with some expressing pride in their ability to exemplify life/work 

balance to their staff, and to provide support to staff to achieve it. But this was 

balanced by their acknowledgement that improvements were needed. As 

previously discussed, 61.6% of the supervisees reported their job-related 

stress as being ‘extremely high’ or ‘high’, and three-quarters of them would 

like training to handle job-related stress better. In contrast, only about a third 

of the supervisors reported their job-related stress as ‘extremely high’ or ‘high’; 

however, as shown in Table 10, they would like more training on how to help 

supervisees do this better. There is apparently an understanding by most 

supervisors that their frontline staff are facing much more stress than 

supervisors and a sense of responsibility to work harder on supporting the staff. 
 

                                                      
40 It should be remembered that individual surveys are generally more reliable in generating honest answers 
due to their confidential nature. Although we had all group members sign a confidentiality agreement, focus 
groups are, by nature, less secure in maintaining confidentiality.  
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 Some supervisors also noted that supervision training had made a difference 

in how supervisees approach supervision with trained supervisors 

implementing the tools provided. Specifically, they are now empowered to 

create their own agendas, and are showing much more confidence that 

supervision will provide new tools and personal support.  
 

 A few mentioned that having clear organizational structures and/or budgets 

that allow supervision was a strength in their organization. The majority, 

however, lacked this strong support as shown by data on the frequency and 

regularity of supervision and wide complaints about supervision not being a 

high priority. The lack of a supervision policy in the majority of the participants’ 

(56%) agencies is a focus of improvement. 
 

 Mention was made that supervision is building a bridge between top 

management, line management and supervisees in line with the mediation 

function; that supervision is also helping supervisors engage in more self-

reflection; and that donors are happy to know of active supervision practices.  
 

 Importantly, it was mentioned by one supervisor that their desire to learn more 

and being open to improving their supervision skills was strength. Indeed, the 

desire for more training was widespread among the supervisors, as discussed 

further under the ‘needs’ section below.  
 

 Participating supervisors, in general, felt that they would like to play an active 

role in mainstreaming supervision within the FCF | REACT network and in 

Cambodia. Their enthusiasm was quite palpable.  
 

Supervisors’ Challenges and Needs 

Despite the very enthusiastic response to supervision and an overall positive perception 

of their ability to supervise, the participating supervisors also shared their needs and 

challenges related to supervision.  

 

 In Table 9, it was shown that supervisors’ and supervisees’ perceptions about the 

stressfulness of case categories differed significantly. This has implications on 

which cases are prioritized in supervision and the type of expertise needed for both 

groups.  
 

 In Table 10, data show that half or more of the supervisors felt a need for technical 

training on major areas of expertise, particularly in ‘handling difficult cases’ (86%), 

general knowledge and skills (60%), handling job-related stress (60%), etc. Please 

refer to Table 10.  
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 In Table 11, many supervisors felt only ‘somewhat competent’ or ‘not competent’ 

in many key areas of social service; and would have difficulty guiding their staff in 

supervision. They felt especially less competent in performing staff evaluations, 

demonstrating new knowledge or skills, and critiquing staff demonstrations, all 

critically important supervision competencies. This gap in expertise is likely 

contributing to the feedback by some supervisees that their supervisors do not 

understand or respect their work with clients, and may even heft blame on the 

workers for case outcomes that differ from their own business-oriented vision. 

Please refer to Table 11.  
 

 Fleshing out these concerns more, and exploring agency supervision contexts, 

supervisors shared the following in focus groups:   
 

 The top challenge shared by a clear majority of the supervisors was time 

limitation. This is a cross-cutting challenge among all of the research 

locations, and this was a topic concern expressed by supervisees also. It is 

also related to high caseloads. One mentioned that their staff have more 

than twice the ideal caseload per staff, and it is difficult to provide adequate 

supervision even if the focus is on the most problematic ones. This is highly 

corroborated by findings in three out of five data collection locations where 

supervisees reported that high caseloads were reducing the quality of the 

work.  
 

 Related to the time limitation, many find it challenging to adhere to a regular 

supervision schedule. Often, urgent case needs arise and must be dealt 

with, and cannot wait until regularly scheduled supervision session. One 

disadvantage of such ad hoc supervision was noted as the lack of formal 

procedures such as simultaneous documentation. Sometimes management 

request for reports create time crunches that preclude supervision sessions. 

These findings were also shared by supervisees. Even among agencies 

with a supervision policy in place, regular supervision was noted as one of 

the top challenges by both groups. 
 

 Some mentioned that they would like to see supervisees become less 

suspicious of supervision and invest in supervision with more trust and 

proactive engagement. Perhaps for the above reason, some supervisors 

believe that supervisees should also receive training so they are on the 

same page with regard to expectations and roles in supervision.  
 

 A clear majority of supervisors also expressed that they need to develop 

better expertise (knowledge and skills) related to their agency’s work in 

order to assist more effectively with difficult cases. This is clearly supported 

by data in Table 10 in which 86.7% of the supervisors requested more 
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training on handling difficult cases as their #1 training need. With only 27.6% 

of the supervisors being formally trained in social services (social work or 

psychology), it may be difficult to fill this gap through informal or on-the-job 

training. For some, this may mean educational retooling and/or field 

experience for some supervisors to develop the necessary competencies.  
 

 Many would like to learn more about helping with staff’s job-related 

problems due to the bureaucracy within their organization (advocacy skills), 

and gain better skills to assist with staff’s personal problems or make 

effective referrals (supportive skills).  
 

 There was a wide agreement that the supervisors would like more 

supervision training, and some specific requests were made, including: 
 

o More clear ‘definition’ of supervision, often referring to 

professionalism over ‘cultural’ or ‘traditional’ ways of relating 

in the supervisory relationship. This professionalism would be 

enhanced by clear roles of supervisors and supervisees. This 

concern was also mirrored by supervisees who felt the 

definition and scope of supervision as the most critical need, 

and also felt that in some cases supervisors still used a top-

down authoritarian model of interaction in supervision.  
 

o More clinical training (supportive supervision skills such as 

listening, emotional support, giving encouragement, etc.). To 

make a comparison with findings in Table 11 where 

supervisors felt ‘very confident’ or ‘somewhat confident’ (total 

of 97%) in engaging in empathic listening, one should keep in 

mind active listening is only the first step to effective 

supportive supervision.41  
 

o How to prioritize and make effective use of limited time. 
 

o Although many supervisors felt that they were engaged in 

good self-care, many felt that they needed to develop greater 

self-awareness and reflective practice.42 
 

 

                                                      
41  As briefly described in the foregoing literature review, supportive supervision also includes giving 
constructive feedback, guidance for correction actions, and competency in supporting staff’s self-care. 
42 Reflective practice in social work means one’s ability to honestly evaluate one’s attitudes and actions and 
their impact on the person(s) or environment they are dealing with. See Ferguson, H. (2018). How social 
workers reflect in action and when and why they don’t: The possibilities and limits of reflective practice in 
social work. Social Work Education: The International Journal 37 (4), 415-427. Available online at 
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02615479.2017.1413083 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/02615479.2017.1413083
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 Other training-related suggestions were more tangible, such as: 

o There should be an annual refresher course after the basic 

training by FCF | REACT. 

o Training should include real time observations and feedback. 

o In addition to what has already been developed, FCF | REACT 

should have a supervision checklist and standardized forms 

and agreement templates. 

o Supervision should be taught in universities as part of 

curricula. 

 

Key Informant Insights: On this issue of challenges in supervision, some key informants 

suggested that the role of supervision needs to be elevated to an accountability 

mechanism, so that funding is premised on and renewed on mandatory supervision. 

Another mentioned that there is a need for video demonstrations of supervision done in 

Khmer. This could be used as a training tool to supplement the lectures, forms and tools; 

and it could also be used in tandem with case studies and supervision role plays. Many 

experts mentioned the need to teach supervision in all social work training programmes.   

 

RESEARCH QUESTION #5: What are the major achievements 

and challenges in supervision among the FCF | REACT 

partner organizations?  

There were very open discussions about the achievements and challenges with regard 

to supervision among the FCF | REACT organizations. In contrast to earlier questions 

about individual supervisors and supervisees, this question sought to learn about their 

perceptions and opinions at the agency and network levels.  

Achievements in Supervision Among the FCF | REACT Organizations  

First, findings from the supervisee groups are presented. They included: 

 A good majority of supervisees saw benefits of supervision at the case level, 

including problem solving in difficult cases, often facilitated by the 

supervisors’ greater expertise and welcoming attitude. Supervision helped 

to identify gaps in the line worker’s knowledge and skills and helped to fill 

those gaps. They felt that this difference at case level is likely to improve 

the organization’s profile and client outcome. 
 

 Supervision, when well done, was adding a new dimension to their 

organization’s objective to create a better working environment. There was 
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agreement that supervision provided a forum where staff could share 

feelings, build relationships, work together in trust, and receive support on 

personal problems. Learning and applying self-care was also viewed as a 

positive aspect of supervision.  
 

 Some supervisees from a particular location felt that their voice was 

important in guiding the development of their organization, because 

supervisors and management welcomed their input. They were invited to 

share concerns and ideas regarding agency policy and administration (this 

was not shared by many others, however). 
 

 Many organizations are undergoing a transformation regarding power 

relations within the agency, often influenced by empowerment principles 

learned in supervision training. A few others specifically stated that their 

supervisors did not abuse their power (although a small minority noted 

abuse of power as a challenge in the supervisory relationship in Table 8), 

and in fact, supported them with mental health needs, sometimes making 

referrals to experts outside the agency when needed.  
 

 Several pointed out that the friendly and genuine personality of the 

supervisor made a difference in how comfortable they felt about engaging 

in supervision. As noted by supervisors in Table 8, personality clash or 

tension in the supervisor/supervisee relationship is a key factor, as is the 

supervisor’s level of motivation.  

The supervisors also discussed the achievements they have noted within their own and 

other FCF | REACT network organizations. Their discussion can be summarized as: 

 Supervisors agreed that supervision training was enhancing the agency’s 

working environment where the supportive needs of staff were being 

enhanced through boosting morale, building trust and confidence, and 

preventing secondary trauma. Promoting supervisees’ self-care was also 

mentioned as a supervision related achievement.  
 

 Supervisors believed that supervision had already improved the quality of 

work on individual cases through the new knowledge and skills provided to 

the line staff and better stress management.  
 

 There was majority agreement that supervision training facilitated by the 

FCF | REACT network was a major achievement for the network. Many 

positive comments were made about the benefits of training, including the 

usefulness of forms, tools, and models of supervision, which gave 
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confidence to supervisors, helping them learn skills to support the staff and 

learning to advocate for them.  
 

 Some also felt that belonging to the FCF | REACT network itself was a 

strength as it is pioneering supervision efforts in Cambodia. Many felt that 

they were part of a privileged group to be among the first to be trained on 

supervision in Cambodia – there was a palpable sense of pride.  
 

 The development of supervision policy by some agencies was viewed as 

another achievement (although implementation needed improvement).  
 

 Mention was made once each on the observation that supervision is 

building a bridge between top management, line management and line 

workers; that supervision is also helping supervisors engage in more self-

reflection; and that donors are happy to know of active supervision practices.  

Key informant interviews pointed out that while supervision had been practiced by a 

number of agencies, the FCF | REACT initiative was putting supervision on the national 

discussion radar. Some key informants shared how the MoSVY has agreed to join efforts 

to roll out training for government social service workforce and viewed this as a notable 

achievement.  

Challenges in Supervision Among the FCF | REACT organizations 

Despite the significant achievements in supervision among the FCF | REACT network 

thus far, it also faces many challenges. This question sought to explore the supervision-

related challenges at the agency level (not at the individual level).  

The challenges shared by supervisees include:  

 The lack of a policy, or the lack of understanding what is in the policy with 

regards to the definition, purposes, roles, and limitations of supervision.  
 

 The irregularity and unpredictability of supervision sessions. At times 

supervision seemed to be merely a check-off item, as supervisor sometimes 

call for a supervision meeting after hours or even on weekends to get it done. 

For some supervisees, weeks and even months went by without a proper 

supervision session.  
 

 The need in some organizations for more supportive supervision to enhance 

a common vision and mutual support. Some frontline staff shared a sense that 

supervisors did not understand the supervisees’ work and attendant 

challenges, resulting in a feeling of being overburdened on the frontlines.   
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 Supervision relationships that were awkward due to ‘traditional’ (vs. 

professional) approach to discussing problems, gender or age issues.  

The supervisors shared the following organizational level challenges:  

 The top challenge shared by a clear majority of the supervisors was time 

limitation available for supervision. This is a cross-cutting challenge among all 

of the research locations. It is also related to high caseloads. One mentioned 

that their staff have more than twice the ideal caseload per staff, and it is 

difficult to provide adequate supervision even if the focus is on the most 

problematic ones.   
 

 Related to the time limitation, many find it challenging to adhere to a regular 

supervision schedule. Both the time limitation and the irregularity of 

supervision has organizational underpinnings, as both supervisors and 

supervisees complained that supervision is not prioritized enough. Often, 

urgent case needs arise and must be dealt with, and are not re-visited at a 

regularly scheduled supervision session. One disadvantage of such ad hoc 

supervision was noted as the lack of formal procedures such as simultaneous 

documentation and planning. Sometimes management request for reports 

create time crunches that preclude supervision sessions.  
 

 Some agencies do not yet have supervision policies, and even when they do, 

they are not followed well.  
 

 Agency bureaucracy sometimes makes it difficult to address supervisee’s 

work-related problems or supportive needs (heavy demand on record keeping, 

lack of promotions, etc.).  
 

 The acutely felt lack of technical expertise, especially relevant to some of the 

most challenging cases, is affecting supervision network-wide. This is a 

challenge that needs to be the focus of strategic planning in terms of 

recruitment, hiring and promotion policies to rapidly enhance baseline 

expertise.  
 

 There is limited awareness regarding the benefits and procedures of 

supervision. A few supervisors expressed that since supervision is relatively 

new in many organizations, it will take time for supervisees to feel comfortable 

bringing problems to discuss with their supervisors. Hence, some frontline 

workers are still suspicious or defensive, and are not able to accept 

constructive feedback.  
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 Perhaps for the above reason, some supervisors believe that supervisees 

should also receive training so they are on the same page with regard to 

expectations and roles in supervision.  
 

 The network partners seem to be struggling with the proportion of older, 

qualified and experienced supervisors in their agencies. Many older workers, 

with relatively long years of service are not serving as supervisors and this is 

creating a generational problem in some agencies. Some younger supervisors 

find it difficult to supervise someone who is older or is a personal friend, even 

when the supervisors have greater expertise. 

Key Informant Insights: Some key informants pointed out that the FCF | REACT effort had 

been an important start for Cambodia, but it has only reached a very small proportion of 

the social service sector in the nation. Further, they felt that a 3-day training is not 

sufficient to internalize all of the necessary knowledge and skills to produce effective 

supervisors. They hoped that in the future funding would be available to extend the 

training for additional hands-on coaching and longer term mentoring, as well as for 

training supervisees to maximize the benefits of supervision. 

 

RESEARCH QUESTION #6: What are some essential steps to 

be taken to mainstream social service supervision within the 

FCF | REACT network, and nationally? 

Mainstreaming at the Network Level  

The participants voiced strong support for mainstreaming supervision among the FCF | 

REACT network. The steps, synthesized here from many different comments, would 

involve: 

1) Learn from this project what are the strengths and needs of supervisors and 

supervisees, and their organizations; then implement the recommendations 

throughout the network.  
 

2) Ensure that each agency completes or develops their supervision policy, 

using the templates provided by the network. Since there are many existing 

policies at various agencies already, pool them together and create a new 

‘ideal’ policy for the network.  
 

3) Share standardized tools, forms and procedures for supervision, including 

planning forms, documentation procedures, etc.  
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4) Create a system of information sharing and mentoring among the network 

members. Some of the more senior supervisors could do more in-depth 

training and mentoring as Save the Children staff is working on casting the 

net wider and collaborating with the government.  
 

5) Develop a culture of respecting supervision as a mandatory requirement, 

and perhaps a required element of grants and contracts.  

Mainstreaming at National Level 

Opinion of Focus Group Participants: For the discussion of mainstreaming 

supervision at the national level, the research participants clearly saw the FCF | REACT 

network providing the impetus and leadership throughout the process toward achieving 

national standards. This was largely due to their positive experience in the FCF | REACT 

supervision training and what they were able to implement back in their agencies. They 

saw their experiences as captured in the research as informing the standardized policy, 

and they – especially the trained supervisors – saw their role as trainers for other NGO 

and government sectors. These are indications that the FCF | REACT supervisors feel a 

strong sense of ownership and responsibility toward national mainstreaming.  

Opinion of Key Informants: Many key informants expressed concern that the 

thousands of government social service staff were not receiving supervision other than 

perhaps to be disciplined through the administrative function. In terms of the other 

functions of supervision, such as enhancing quality of service through the educational 

function, providing emotional support, and advocating for a transparent and merit-based 

system, they are lacking in their opinion. However, there was some discussion that 

MoSVY planned to join efforts with FCF | REACT to train their staff later in 2020, and 

supervision will become an integral part of increasing transparency and accountability in 

government services. As one indication of initiating this process, 17 professional social 

workers had been placed in government offices and the current plan is to hire them as 

civil servants or contract workers as an initial cadre of core trainers and supervisors. The 

need for an overarching multi-year plan to recruit, train, and nurture the workforce, both 

in civil society and government was strongly emphasized by the key informants.  

Steps to Mainstreaming Supervision at National Level: The focus group 

participants and key informants were also very strong in their support of national 

supervision standards, although pointing out that the standards would need to allow for 

specific agency contexts. Those mainstreaming steps would involve (synthesized from 

many comments):  

1) Under MoSVY leadership, nation-wide awareness raising campaign should 

be initiated, to increase public demand for this accountability mechanism in 

social services.  
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2) Starting immediately, there should be a strong push to increase enrollment 

of students entering social work and related professions, to strengthen the 

workforce and create a pipeline of excellent supervisors. 

  

3) Universities and other social service training programmes should include 

supervision as part of their curriculum. Ideally this would be a stand-alone 

course, but even a few sessions would be helpful combined with receiving 

good supervision in their field placements.  
 

4) MoSVY should make a concerted effort to fill civil service slots with well-

trained social workers for both frontline and supervisory positions as 

appropriate to their training and experience.  
 

5) A task force of national social service experts should work with the 

professional association of social workers to review existing supervision 

policies and draft a template for national consultations, led by an 

international social work expert.  
 

6) After sufficient consultation, the draft national supervision standards should 

be adopted by MoSVY and tested among its social service employees.  

 

7) After a testing period a follow-up evaluation of the standards should be done 

and revised according to the evaluation team’s recommendations; then the 

standards should be approved as a prakas to apply to all social service 

workforce.  

  

RESEARCH QUESTION #7: Assuming national supervision 

standards can be achieved, how will they be enforced?  

To the question of how the national supervision standards (if adopted) could be enforced, 

focus group participants and key informants offered the following ideas, in synthesized 

form:  

1) Once the national supervision standards are adopted, there should be 

training for everyone to be familiar with it and to be held accountable to it. 

Training of government staff should be done by FCF | REACT in 

collaboration with MoSVY and perhaps academia. 
 

2) Educational institutions should incorporate a course on supervision, based 

on the standards. 
 

3) The standards should be reviewed once a year and revised if needed. 
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4) The standards themselves should include authority for enforcement of the 

standards. There should be a budget for enforcing it by a person or group. 

Some felt that the Ministry should enforce it among government staff, and 

some felt that there should be a multi-sectoral national ethics committee for 

social service workforce that ensures compliance, and is supported by 

MoSVY. Most felt that this issue can be addressed at the time that 

supervision standards are being discussed.  
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IV. CONCLUSION 

This research project sought to answer essential questions related to the strengths and 

challenges related to supervision practices at the level of individual supervisees and 

supervisors within the FCF | REACT network, as well as the strengths and challenges 

related to supervision at the organizational and network levels. The data were collected 

through the use of individual surveys, focus group discussions, and key informant 

interviews, based on seven research questions designed to explore the answers. The 

data were analyzed using STATA for quantitative data and thematic coding and analysis 

for qualitative data. Confidentiality protocols were meticulously followed. Detailed findings 

are shared throughout this report, while overall findings and recommendations are 

presented in the Executive Summary. It is hoped that the report will contribute to the wide 

and effective use of supervision throughout Cambodia’s social service sector.  
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ANNEX A-1: SUPERVISEE SURVEY (KHMER) 

 

ការស្ទងម់តិអំពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (SUPERVISION) របស់្កមមវ ិ្ ី FCF | REACT 
ស្ម្រាប់ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សស ី(អនកដែលធ្វើការធៅជួរមសខ) 

ដននកទី I៖ កត្តា ម្របជាសាស្តស្ា 
1. ធ ម្ ោះ៖ 

 

2. ធយនឌរ័៖  

ម្របុស្ ឬ ម្រសី្ 

3. អាយស៖ 

........ ឆ្ន  ំ

4. ទីត្តងំ៖   នធំពញ      កណ្តា ល   

 ធស្ៀមរាប   បាតែ់ំបង ឬ  ម្រពោះសី្ហ្នស 

 

5. សាា បន័៖ 6. តួនាទី៖ 

____ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (Supervisor)    

____បសគ្គលិកធ្វើការធម្រកាមដខសបធណ្តោ យ 
(Line worker)    

7. ចំនួនឆ្ន ដំែលធ្វើការកនសងតួនាទីបចចសបបនន៖ 

 

8. កម្រមតិវបប្មខ៌ពស់្បំនសត៖ 
___វទិាល័យ 
___បានច៊ូលធរៀនចំនួន ___ ឆ្ន ធំៅមហាវទិាល័យ 
___បរញិ្ញា ប័ម្រតរង (2 ឆ្ន )ំ 
___បរញិ្ញា ប័ម្រត 
___អនសបណ្ឌិ ត 
___បណ្ឌិ ត 
 

9. វស័ិ្យការងារបចចសបបនន៖ 
___រដ្ឋា  បិាល                ___អងគការមនិដមនរដ្ឋា  បិាល 
___អងគការស្ហ្គ្មន ៍(CBO) ___ធនសងៗ 

10. កិចចការងារធដោ តជាចមបងននការងារបចចសបបនន 
____ កិចចការពារកសារ និងស្សខសាលភាពកសារ 
____ ពលកមមកសារ និងការជួញែ៊ូរកសារ  
____ ធនសងៗ (ស្៊ូមបញ្ញា កឱ់្យបានចាស់្លាស់្)៖ 
___________________________ 

11. ស្ញ្ញា បម័្រតខពស់្បំនសតរបស់្អនកចំធពាោះដននក៖ 
___ស្ងគមវទិា 
___ចិតាវទិា 
___ស្ងគមកិចចវទិា 
___អបរ់ ំ
___ធនសងៗ (ធតើជាអវី?) ____________________ 

12. ចំនួនឆ្ន សំ្រសបននបទពិធសា្នធ៍្វើការដននកធស្វស្ងគម 
____1-3 ឆ្ន  ំ
____3-6 ឆ្ន  ំ
____6-10 ឆ្ន  ំ
____10-15 ឆ្ន  ំ
____15-20 ឆ្ន  ំ
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____ធលើស្ពី 20 ឆ្ន  ំ

 
 
13. ធតើអនកធ្លា បប់ានច៊ូលរមួកនសងស្កមមភាពណ្តមយួែ៊ូចខាងធម្រកាមធនោះដែរឬធទ? (ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្រងវងធ់ៅធលើពាកយ បាន ឬ អត)់ 
ការម្រសាវម្រជាវដបបស្កមមភាពអំពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិដបបគ្ាីនិក  
(Clinical Supervision) ជាមយួរា៉ាហាា ា៉ា ហ្វីន (Ragamuffin)  បាន  អត ់
ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លអំពីស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ ធដ្ឋយ FCF | REACT   បាន  អត ់ 
ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លអំពីស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (Supervision) ធដ្ឋយ TPO   បាន  អត ់
ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លធនសងធទៀតអំពីស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision)  បាន  អត ់

ធបើបាន ធតើនរណ្តជាអនកនោល់ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លធនោះ? __________________________ 
ធតើស្រសបានចំនួនប៉ាសនាម នធា៉ា ងដែរ?  ______________ 

 
វគ្គទី II៖ បរបិទសាា បន័៖ (អំពីសាា បន័របស់្អនក) 
14. ធតើសាា បន័អនកានធោលនធោបាយជា លាយលកខណ៍្អកសរ អំពីស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) ដែរឬធទ?  
 
14b. ធោលនធោបាយធនោះបានធលើកធ ើងអំពី 

(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្ធលើរាល់ចំណ្ស ចទងំឡាយណ្តដែលានដចងធៅកនសងធោលនធោបាយ)៖ 
____ភាពញឹកញាប ់និងរយៈធពលននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ 
____ម្របធ ទននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (types of supervision) (បសគ្គលាន ក់ៗ  ម្រកុម ស្ហ្ការ ីពីចាា យជាធែើម។ល។) 
____ការទទួលខសស្ម្រតូវរបស់្ស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (supervisors) និងស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សស ី(supervisees)  
____ការរកាការស្ាា តន់៊ូវពត័៌ានដែលបានពិភាកាកនសងធពលធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ 
____ការធ្វើកំណ្តម់្រត្តអំពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិធែើមបរីកាទសកជាឯកសារ  
____ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយបញ្ញា រធំលា បំពានធោលនធោបាយរបស់្សាា បន័ឬម្រកមសី្ល្ម៌វជិាា ជីវៈ 

14c. ធោលនធោបាយស្ោីពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision Policy) 
ម្រតូវបានពិនិតយដកស្ម្រមួលធ ើងវញិធៅត្តមកាលកំណ្ត ់ធហ្ើយានការច៊ូលរមួពីបសគ្គលិក 

___ចាស្/បាទ! ោ៉ា ងធហាចណ្តស់្មយួឆ្ន មំោង  ___ធទ 
___ចាស្/បាទ! ប៉ាសដនាមនិដមនរាល់ឆ្ន ធំទ   ___ខ្ស ំមនិែឹង 
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15. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំានការពិពណ៌្នាអំពីភារកិចច និងការទទួលខសស្ម្រតូវរបស់្ខ្ស ំ (job description)ជាលាយលកខណ៍្អកសរ 
ចាស់្លាស់្។ 
___ចាស្/បាទ      __ធទ     ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង  

 
16. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំានធោលនធោបាយចាស់្លាស់្ជា លាយលកខណ៍្អកសរ ស្ាីពីការែំធ ើងតំដណ្ងនិងធ ើងម្របាកដ់ខ។ 

___ចាស្/បាទ     ___ធទ    ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 
 
17. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំានធោលនធោបាយជា លាយលកខណ៍្អកសរ ស្ាីពីការមនិធរ ើស្ធអើងបសគ្គលិកនិងអតិថិជន។    

__ចាស្/បាទ __ធទ 
 
18. ធោលនធោបាយរបស់្សាា បន័ខ្ស ំស្ោីពី ការចំណ្តយ ចំធពាោះការឈបស់្ម្រាកធដ្ឋយសារបញ្ញា ស្សខភាពនា៊ូវចិតា គ្ឺ៖  

___ ោម នការធបើកម្របាក់ឈនួលជ៊ូនធទ ចំធពាោះការឈប់ស្ម្រាកធដ្ឋយសារបញ្ញា ស្សខភាពនា៊ូវចិតា ___ 
ានធលើស្ព១ីនថាកនសងមយួដខ 
___ ាន១នថាកនសងមយួដខ            ___ ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 

 
19. ខ្ស ំែឹងអំពីដែនស្មតាកិចចការងារធៅកនសងសាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំ។ ___ចាស្/បាទ     ___ធទ 
20. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំនោល់ន៊ូវធពលធវលានិង្នធ្លនែល់ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (supervisors) ធែើមបជីួយ ឱ្យការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ 

ែំធណ្ើ រការបានម្របកបធដ្ឋយគ្សណ្ភាព។ 
___ចាស្/បាទ    ___ធទ    ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 

 
21. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំនោល់ន៊ូវកដនាងដែលានភាពឯកជនស្ម្រាប់ធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision)។ ____ចាស្/បាទ   ____ធទ 

 
22. សាា បន័ខ្សាំនកសំពយ៊ូទរ័និងស្ាា រធនសងធទៀតស្ម្រាបក់ារបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ ល។ 

___ ចាស្/បាទ         ___ធទ 
 

23. ម្របធ ទននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) ដែលបាននោល់ជ៊ូនធដ្ឋយសាា បន័ 
(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្្ីកចំធពាោះចំណ្ស ចទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក)៖ 

___មយួទល់មយួ (មយួទល់មសខទល់មសខោន នឹងស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ)              ___ម្រកុម 
(បសគ្គលិកធម្រចើននាក់ជាមយួនឹងស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺាន ក)់ 
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___ធដ្ឋយស្ហ្ការដីែលានមសខតំដណ្ងម្របហាកម់្របដហ្លោន  ធដ្ឋយោម នស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ  ___ពីចាា យ (ត្តម skype 
ឬទ៊ូរស័្ពទ) 
___ពីខាងធម្រៅ (ធដ្ឋយស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺដែលមកពីសាា បន័ធនសង) 

 
24. ការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (Supervision) ម្រតូវបានធម្របើម្របាស់្ធៅកនសងសាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំធែើមប ី( ច៊ូរបងធ់លខៈ 1=ានអាទិភាពខពស់្, 

2=ានអាទិភាពម្យម, ឬ 3=ានអាទិភាពទប)៖  
___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា នានាពាកព់ន័ធលទធនលរបស់្អតិថិជន         ___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា ការនោល់ន៊ូវស្ាា រអប់រ ំ
___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា ស្ាីពីចំនួនអតិថិជនដែលបាននោល់ធស្វជ៊ូន 

___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា បធម្រងៀនពីជំនាញពា
កព់ន័ធនឹងការងារ 

___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា ថវកិាានកម្រមតិ ___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាពាកព់ន័ធនឹងការងារ 
___ដកតម្រមូវកំហ្សស្ឆ្គងរបស់្បសគ្គលិក   ___នោល់ន៊ូវការោមំ្រទនា៊ូវចិតា 

 

វគ្គ III៖  ទំនាកទ់ំនងននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ៖ 

25. ខ្ស ំានស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សសជឺាក់លាក៖់  
___ចាស្/បាទ      ___ធទ  ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 

 
26. ជាម្យម ស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សសរឺបស់្ខ្ស ំានបទពិធសា្ន ៍____ឆ្ន កំនសងការនាល់ធស្វស្ងគម: 
___តិចជាង១ឆ្ន  ំ   ___៥ធៅ១០ឆ្ន  ំ   ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 
___១ធៅ២ឆ្ន  ំ   ___១០ធៅ២០ឆ្ន  ំ
___៣ធៅ៥ឆ្ន  ំ   ___ធម្រចើនជាង២០ឆ្ន  ំ
 
27. ធបើធ្ៀបជំនាញឯកធទស្របស់្ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺខ្ស ំកនសងការធ្វើការងារជាមយួម្របធ ទននករណី្ធនសងៗ 

ជាមយួនឹងការងារដែលខ្ស ំធ្វើ គ្ឺ៖ 
___ម្របធស្ើរជាងខ្ស ំខាា ងំ ___ម្របហាក់ម្របដហ្លនឹងខ្ស ំ 
___ម្របធស្ើរជាងខ្ស ំខាោះ  ___តិចជាងខ្ស ំ 

 
28. ខ្ស ំទកទ់ងជាមយួស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (supervisor) របស់្ខ្ស ំត្តមរយៈ 

(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្្ីកចំធពាោះចំណ្ស ចទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក)
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___ការជួបមសខដទ ល់មយួទល់មយួ 
___ជាម្រកុម 
___ទ៊ូរស័្ពទ ឬធន្ើរសារ  

___ដស្ាប (Skype)  
___អសីធម៉ាល (Email)

 
29. ខ្ស ំានកាលវភិាគ្ជួបធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ ជាធទៀងទត់ជាមយួស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ របស់្ខ្ស ំ៖  

___ចាស្/បាទ     ___ធទ     
 
30. ជាម្យម  ភាពញឹកញាបន់នវគ្គធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) របស់្ខ្ស ំគ្ឺ៖ 

____ធលើស្ពីមោងកនសងមយួស្បាោ ហ៍្ 
____មោងកនសងមយួស្បាោ ហ៍្ 
____ធរៀងរាល់ព ី2 ឬ 3 ស្បាោ ហ៍្មោង 
____មោងកនសងមយួដខ 
____តិចជាងមោងកនសងមយួដខ 
____ធនសងៗ (ស្៊ូមបញ្ញា កឱ់្យបានចាស់្លាស់្)៖ _______________________________________ 
 

31. ជំនួបស្ ៊ូធ ើវសី្សនិជាម្យមធម្របើធពលអស់្ម្របដហ្ល _____ នាទី។ 
 
32. ធតើនរណ្តជាអនកស្ធម្រមចអំពីម្របធ្លនបទកនសងធពលធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ? 

___ ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ ___ ស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សស  ី ___ទងំពីនាក់ 
 
33. ម្របសិ្នធបើខ្សាំនកំហ្សស្ណ្តមយួចំធពាោះករណី្ណ្តមយួ ភាគ្ធម្រចើនខ្ស ំ៖ (ស្៊ូមធម្រជើស្ធរ ើស្ចធមាើយមយួ) 

___ ម្របាប់ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺខ្ស ំ ធហ្ើយដស្វងរកធោបល់ដណ្នាពំីោត ់
___ ពាោមធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយវធដ្ឋយខាួនឯងធដ្ឋយមនិម្របាបស់្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺខ្ស ំធទ 
___ ធ្វើមនិែឹងមនិឮ ធហ្ើយបនាធ្វើការធៅមសខធទៀត 

 
34. ដ្ឋកព់ិនទសពីទំនាកទ់ំនងននស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ ី(supervisory) របស់្អនកចំធពាោះចំណ្ស ចនីមយួៗខាងធម្រកាមធនោះ៖ 

(5 = លអណ្តស់្, 4 = លអ, 3=ម្យម, 2=មនិលអ, 1= មនិលអខាា ងំ)  
___ ធជឿជាកោ់ន ធៅវញិធៅមក ___ ធោរពោន ធៅវញិធៅមក 
___ ានអារមមណ៍្លអជាមយួោន ធៅវញិធៅមក 
___ ានការស្ហ្ម្របតិបតាិការោន លអ (ានការនោល់ធ្លតសច៊ូលកនសងការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយបញ្ញា ) 
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___ ានស្វ័យភាព (ធស្រភីាពនិងឯករាជយ) 
___ ានអារមមណ៍្ថាានស្នោិស្សខនិងស្សវតាិភាព 
 

35. ធតើានកត្តោ ណ្តខាោះ កនសងចំធណ្តមកត្តា ខាងធម្រកាម ដែលជាបញ្ញា ម្របឈមធៅកនសងទំនាកទ់ំនងស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ របស់្អនក? 
(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្ចធមាើយទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក) 
___ ធយនឌ័រធនសងោន  
___ ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (Supervisor) ធកមងជាងខ្ស ំ  
___ ភាពខសស្ោន ដននកវបប្មន៌ិងស្ងគម 
___ ជំនាញឯកធទស្របស់្ស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺធខាយ 

___ ឥរោិបថរបស់្ស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺចំធពាោះខ្ស ំ 
___ រធំលា ដែនស្មតាកិចច/អំណ្តច 
___ ការទកទ់ញ/ការធបៀតធបៀននា៊ូវធ ទ  
___ ធនសងៗ (ស្៊ូមពនយល់)៖ _________ 

 
36. ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺរបស់្ខ្ស ំគ្ឺ៖ (ស្៊ូមធម្រជើស្ធរ ើស្ចធមាើយមយួ) 

___ អនកខាងកនសង (ធៅកនសងសាា ប័នជាមយួខ្ស ំ) 
___ អនកខាងធម្រៅ (ធៅសាា បន័ខសស្ពីខ្ស ំ) 

___ ខ្ស ំោម នស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺធទ  
 
36a. ធបើសិ្នជាអនកានស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺដែលជាមនសស្សមកពីសាា បន័ខាងធម្រៅ ស្៊ូមពនយល់ពីម៊ូលធហ្តស៖
            
វគ្គទី IV៖ កត្តា ធនសងៗអំពីស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (Supervisee) 
 
37. ខ្ស ំានអារមមណ៍្ថាកម្រមតិននភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតារបស់្ខ្ស ំពាក់ពន័ធនឹងការងារ គ្ឺ៖ 

___ខពស់្ខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត 
___ខពស់្ 
___ម្យម 

___ទប 
___ទបខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត 
 

 
38. ធតើអនកអនសវតាវ ិ្ ីសាស្តស្ាដថទខំាួនឯងបានកម្រមតិណ្តដែរ (ែ៊ូចជាហាត់ម្របាណ្ ឈបស់្ម្រាក 

ច៊ូលរមួធ្វើអវីដែលជាចំណ្ងច់ំណ្៊ូ លចិតាជាធែើម។ល។)? 
___ ធលើស្ពីម្រគ្ប់ម្រោន ់           ___ ម្រគ្ប់ម្រោន់                           ___ មនិម្រគ្ប់ម្រោន់ 
 

39. ម្របពន័ធោមំ្រទស្ងគមរបស់្ខ្ស ំគ្ឺ (សំ្ធៅធលើ មនសស្សដែលអនកអាចនិោយជាមយួបានអំពីបញ្ញា )៖ 
___ រងឹាណំ្តស់្                        ___ រងឹាមំ្យម                    ___ មនិរងឹាធំទ   
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40. ភាពធជឿជាកធ់លើខាួនឯងរបស់្ខ្ស ំអំពីស្មតាភាពដទ ល់ខាួនកនសងការបំធពញការងាររបស់្ខ្ស ំ គ្ឺ៖ 

___ខពស់្ខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត     ___ទប 
___ខពស់្      ___ទបខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត 
___ម្យម       

41. ចំធពាោះការងាររបស់្ខ្ស  ំខ្ស ំាន (ស្៊ូមធម្រជើស្ធរ ើស្ចធមាើយមយួ)៖ 
___ ភាពឯករាជយធម្រចើនណ្តស់្ចំធពាោះកាលវភិាគ្ធ្វើការរបស់្ខ្ស ំនិងរធបៀបដែលខ្ស ំធ្វើអវីៗ 
___ ភាពឯករាជយខាោះ                                            ___ ោម នភាពឯករាជយធទ 

 
42. ខ្ស ំចង់ធម្របើម្របាស់្ការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិធែើមបធីរៀនបដនាមធទៀតពី(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្ចធមាើយទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក)៖

___ ការម្រគ្បម់្រគ្ងធពលធវលា  
___ ការធរៀបចំចងម្រកងរកាទសកជាឯកសារ 
___ ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយចំធពាោះករណី្អតិថិជនលំបាកៗ 
___ ចំធណ្ោះែឹងនិងជំនាញបដនាមជាទ៊ូធៅ 
___ ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាចំធពាោះការងារ 
___ ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាចំធពាោះធរឿងដទ ល់ខាួន 
___ ការចសោះស្ម្រមុងោន ជាមយួមតិារមួការងារ 
___ការតស្ ៊ូមតិឱ្យានបរោិកាស្ការងារម្របធស្ើជាងធនោះ 
___ ការតស្ ៊ូមតិឱ្យាន្នធ្លនស្ម្រាបអ់តិថិជន 
 

43. ពាកព់ន័ធនឹងការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិពីខាងធម្រៅ (ការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិធដ្ឋយនរណ្តាន កដ់ែលធៅធម្រៅពីសាា បន័អនក)៖ 
 

___ ខ្ស ំចងឱ់្យានការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិទងំអស់្ពីខាងធម្រៅ ___ខ្ស ំចងឱ់្យានស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិពីខាងកនសងខាោះ ពីខាងធម្រៅខាោះ 
___ ខ្ស ំចងឱ់្យានការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ ទងំអស់្ពីខាងកនសង 

43a. ស្៊ូមពនយល់ពីម៊ូលធហ្តស៖ 
____________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
44. 

ស្៊ូមចាតច់ំណ្តត់ថាន កច់ំធពាោះគ្ំរ៊ូននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិខាងធម្រកាមធនោះធៅត្តមលំដ្ឋបលំ់ធដ្ឋយននអាទិភាពដែលអនកចងប់ា
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នស្ម្រាប់ការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិដទ ល់របស់្អនក។ (1=ជធម្រមើស្ទី១  2=ជធម្រមើស្ទី២  3=ជធម្រមើស្ទី៣  4=ជធម្រមើស្ទី៤ 
 5=ជធម្រមើស្ចសងធម្រកាយ)
___ មយួទល់មយួជាមយួស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ  
___ ម្រកុម (ានស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺាន ក)់ 
___ មតិា (ស្ហ្ការ ីធហ្ើយោម នស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺធទ) 

___ ធអ ិចម្រតូនិច (ការទ៊ូរស័្ពទ, ធន្ើសារ) 
___ ោម នការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិអវីទងំអស់្ 

 
45. កនាងមក គ្ំនិតរបស់្ខ្ស ំពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) ជាទ៊ូធៅ គ្ឺ៖

___ វបានជួយ ធម្រចើនណ្តស់្ 
___ បានជួយ ខាោះដែរ 

___ បានជួយ តិចតួច 
___ អាម្រកក់ជាងោម នធទៀត

 
46. ធតើអនកចងប់ានវគ្គបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លពីរធបៀបទទួលបាននលឱ្យបានធម្រចើនពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិដែរឬធទ? 

___ ចាស្/បាទ                ___ ធទ 
 

វគ្គទី V៖ បរបិទននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ 
47. ធតើានចំណ្ស ចណ្តខាោះធៅខាងធម្រកាមធនោះ ដែលអតិថិជនបចចសបបននរបស់្អនកបានឆ្ាងកាត?់ 

(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្ចធមាើយទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក)
___ ការរធំលា បំពានធលើរាងកាយកសារ   ___ អំធពើហិ្ងាកនសងម្រគ្ួសារ 
___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវធ ទកសារ    ___ ជំងឺនា៊ូវចិតា 
___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវចិតា/ជាពាកយស្មោចីំធពាោះកសារ  ___ ការបំពានសារធ្លតសធញៀន 
___ ការមនិធអើធពើចំធពាោះកសារ    ___ ពិការភាព 
___ ការជួញែ៊ូរ/ធកងម្របវញ័្ច កសារ    ___ ោម នជម្រមក 
___ យសតាិ្មអ៌នីតិជន     ___ ធនសងៗ៖ ____________________  
___ កសារដែលជាជនរងធម្រោោះននអំធពើហិ្ងា 
___ កសារធៅកនសងការដថទជំំនួស្
48. ស្៊ូមដ្ឋកព់ិនទសចំធពាោះស្មតាភាពរបស់្អនកដែលអនកានអារមមណ៍្ថាខាួនាន ចំធពាោះការងារពាកព់ន័ធនឹង៖  

(1=ានស្មតាភាពខាា ងំណ្តស់្; 2=ានស្មតាភាពដែរ; 3=ោម នស្មតាភាពធទ)
___ ការរធំលា បំពានធលើរាងកាយកសារ 
___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវធ ទកសារ 
___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវចិតា/ជាពាកយស្មោចីំធពាោះកសារ 
___ ការមនិធអើធពើចំធពាោះកសារ 

___ ការជួញែ៊ូរ/ធកងម្របវញ័្ច កសារ 
___ ការដថទជំំនួស្ 
___ យសតាិ្មអ៌នីតិជន 
___ កសារដែលជាជនរងធម្រោោះននអំធពើហិ្ងា 
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___ អំធពើហិ្ងាកនសងម្រគ្ួសារ 
___ ជំងឺនា៊ូវចិតា 
___ ការបំពានសារធ្លតសធញៀន  

___ ពិការភាព 
___ ោម នជម្រមក 
___ ធនសងៗ៖ _____________________

49. ធតើអនកានការត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាកម្រមតិណ្តដែរ ធពលធ្វើការជាមយួអតិថិជនែ៊ូចខាងធម្រកាមធនោះ?  
(1=ត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាខាា ងំបំនសត, 2= ត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាដែរ, 3=អត់ត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាធទ)

___ កសាររងធម្រោោះពីការរធំលា បំពាន/ការមនិធអើធពើ 
___ អតិថិជនដែលានបញ្ញា យសតាិ្មអ៌នីតិជន 
___ កសារ/យសវជនដែលានបញ្ញា នា៊ូវចិតា 
___ កសារ/យសវជនដែលានពិការភាព 
___ ជនរងធម្រោោះពីការជួញែ៊ូរ/ការធកងម្របវញ័្ច  
___ កសារធៅកនសងមណ្ឌ លដថទ ំ
___ អនកដថទដំែលានអំធពើហិ្ងាកនសងម្រគ្ួសារ 

___ អនកដថទដំែលបំពានសារធ្លតសធញៀន 
___ អនកដថទដំែលានបញ្ញា ស្សខភាពនា៊ូវចិតា 
___ អនកដថទដំែលពសំទទួលបានការធលើកទឹកចិតា 
___ អតិថិជនដែលធឆ្វឆ្វធម្រកវធម្រកា្/រងឹរ៊ូស្ 
___ អតិថិជនដែលានស្មតាភាពបញ្ញា ទប 
___ អតិថិជនដែលានការទមទរខពស់្ហួ្ស្ធហ្តស 
___ ធនសងៗ៖ ____________________

 
50. ធតើអនកានភាពធជឿជាកធ់លើខាួនឯងកម្រមតិណ្តដែរ កនសងការម្របាម្រស័្យទកទ់ងជាមយួនឹង៖  

(1=ធជឿជាក់ខាា ងំណ្តស់្; 2=ធជឿជាកដ់ែរ; 3=មនិធជឿជាក់ធទ) 
___ អនកជំនាញវជិាា ជីវៈដននកធវជាសាស្តស្ា 
___ ប៉ា៊ូលីស្/អនកអនសវតានច៍ាប់ 
___ តសលាការនិងកាា ងំការងារដននកម្របពន័ធយសតាិ្ម៌ 
___ បសគ្គលដែលធ្វើការដននកយសតាិ្មអ៌នីតិជន 

___ អនកជំនាញដននកស្សខភាពនា៊ូវចិតា 
___ អនកជំនាញដននកការបំពានសារធ្លតសធញៀន 

      ___ អនកជំនាញដននកអំធពើហិ្ងាកនសងម្រគ្ួសារ

 
51. ធតើបញ្ញា ណ្តខាោះ កនសងចំធណ្តមបញ្ញា ខាងធម្រកាម ដែលអនកកំពសងជួបម្របទោះធៅកនសងការងាររបស់្ខាួន? 

(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្រាល់ចធមាើយទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាប់អនក) 
___ អតិថិជនរស់្ធៅឆ្ា យ 
___ ពសំានការនគតន់គងម់្រគ្បម់្រោន់ 
___ ការោមំ្រទដននកធ្វើែំធណ្ើ រមនិម្រគ្បម់្រោន់  
___ ម្រតូវការន៊ូវការោមំ្រទដននកម្របាម្រស័្យទកទ់ង 

___ ទំហំ្ករណី្ដែលម្រតូវធ្វើគ្ឺ្ំធពក 
___ ម្រតូវការស្ាា រ ទីកដនាងស្ម្រាបធ់្វើការ 
___ ធនសងៗ៖  

 
52. ស្៊ូមបដនាមធោបល់ធនសងៗដថមធទៀតដែលអនកានអំពីតម្រមូវការចំធពាោះការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) 

ឬអំពីរធបៀបដែលការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) អាចជួយ អនកបានចំធពាោះការងាររបស់្អនក។ 
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ស្៊ូមអរគ្សណ្!!  

ធោបល់៖  
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ANNEX A-2: SUPERVISEE SURVEY (ENGLISH) 
 

FCF | REACT SUPERVISION SURVEY  

For Supervisees (Frontline Workers) 

SECTION I: DEMOGRAPHICS 

1. Name: 

 

2. Gender:  

M or F 

3. Age:           

years 

4. Work Location: 

5. Organization: 

 

6. Position:  

___Supervisor   ____Line Worker 

7. Years in current 

position:  

8. Highest level of Education 

___Secondary School 

___Attended ___ yrs of University 

___Associate degree (2 years) 

___Bachelor’s degree 

___Master’s degree 

___Ph.D. or other doctorate degree 

9. Current job sector 

___Government     ____NGO 

___CBO            ____Other 

 

10. Primary focus of current work 

____ child protection/child welfare 

____ child labour and trafficking  

____ other (please specify): 11. Your highest degree is in: 

___Sociology 

___Psychology 

___Social Work 

___Education 

___Other 

(what)__________________________ 

 

12. Total Social Service Experience  

____1-3 years 

____3-6 years 

____6-10 years 

____10-15 years 

____15-20 years 

____More than 20 years 

 

13. Have you participated in any of the following? (Circle yes or no) 

Clinical Supervision Action Research with Ragamuffin Yes  No 

Training from FCF | REACT     Yes  No  

Supervision training from TPO     Yes  No 

Other training about supervision    Yes  No 

If yes, who provided it? __________________________  How many hours total? 

____________ 

 

SECTION II: INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT (about your agency) 

14. Does your agency have a written policy about supervision? 
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___Yes (answer questions 14a,, 14b, 

&14c)       

___No, but the work has been started 

___The work has not been started 

___I don’t know 

14a. How long ago was the policy completed?

____ Less than 6 months ago 

____ 6 months to one year ago 

____ 1-2 years ago 

____ More than 2 years ago 

____ I don’t know 

14b. The policy addresses (check all that is present in the policy): 

____Frequency and length of supervision 

____Types of supervision provided (individual, group, peer, distance, etc) 

____Responsibilities of supervisors and supervisees for supervision 

____Confidentiality of information discussed during supervision 

____How supervision should be documented 

____Dealing with violation of agency policy or professional ethics 

14c. The supervision policy is reviewed periodically and staff input is sought.

___Yes, at least once a year 

___Yes, but not every year 

___No 

___I don’t know 

15. Agency has a clear written job description for me.  

___Yes      __No     ___I don’t know  

16. Agency has a clear written policy on promotions and raises. 

___Yes     ___No    ___I don’t know 

17. Agency has a written policy on non-discrimination of staff and clients. 

 ___Yes     ___No 

18. My agency’s paid mental health leave policy is:

___ No paid mental health leave 

___ 1 day a month  

___ More than 1 day a month 

___ I don’t know 

19. I know the line of authority in my agency.  ___Yes     ___No 

20. Agency provides time and resources to supervisors to help me receive 

supervision. 

___Yes    ___No    ___ I don’t know 

21. Agency provides private space for supervision.   ____Yes      ____No 

22. My agency has computers and other equipment for training purposes. 

___ Yes         ___No 

23. Types of supervision provided by the agency (check all that apply): 

___One on one (face to face with supervisor) ___Group (workers with one supervisor) 

___Peer (co-workers without supervisor)               ___Distance (via skype or phone) 

___External (by supervisor from different agency)  

24. Supervision is used in my agency for dealing with (1=high priority, 2=medium 

priority 3=low priority):

___Compliance with client outcomes  

___Number of clients served 

___Compliance with budget limits 

___Corrective action on staff mistakes 
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___Providing educational materials 

___Teaching new work-related skills  

___Help with job-related stress 

___Providing emotional support 

 

SECTION III: SUPERVISORY RELATIONSHIP 

25. I have a specific person who is my direct supervisor.  

____Yes     ____No  ___ I don’t know 

26. My supervisor has approximately ____ years of experience in providing social 

services:

___ Less than one year 

___ 1-2 years 

___ 3-5 years 

___ 5-10 years 

___10-20 years 

___20+ years 

___I don’

27. Compared to me, my supervisor’s expertise in working with the type of cases 

and work I do is: 

___Much greater than mine 

___Somewhat greater than mine 

___About equal to mine 

___Less than mine

28. I interact with my supervisor by (check all that apply):

___One-on-one in person 

___In a group setting 

___Phone call or text  

___Skype  

___Email

29. I have a regularly scheduled supervision session with my supervisor: 

___Yes           ____No 

30. The average frequency of my supervision sessions are: 

____More than once a week 

____Once a week 

____Every 2 or 3 weeks 

____Once a month 

____Less frequent than once a 

month 

____Other (please specify): _______________________________________ 

31. The average supervision session lasts approximately _____ minutes. 

32.  Who decides what is talked about in supervision?  

___ Supervisor  ___ Supervisee  ___Both 

33. If I have made a mistake on a case, I would most likely: (please choose ONE) 

___ tell my supervisor and seek guidance from him/her 

___ try to resolve it by myself without telling supervisor 

___ just ignore it and go on 

34. Rate your supervisory relationship on each of the following: 

(5 = Excellent, 4=Good  3=Fair    2=Bad    1= Very bad) 

___ Mutual trust ___ Mutual respect 

___ Mutual positive feelings 

___ Sense of collaboration (having input into problem solving) 

___ Sense of autonomy (freedom and independence) 

___ Sense of emotional safety and security
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35. Which of the following are challenges in your supervisory relationship? (mark 

all applicable) 

___ Gender differences 

___ Supervisor is younger than me  

___ Cultural or social differences 

___ Supervisor’s poor expertise 

___ Supervisor’s attitude toward me 

___ Abuse of authority/power 

___ Sexual harassment/attraction  

___ Other (please explain):_________ 

36. My supervisor is: (please choose ONE) 

___ Internal (in my same agency) 

___ External (in a different agency) 

___ I don’t have a supervisor

36a. If you have an external supervisor, please explain the reason 

 

SECTION IV: SUPERVISEE FACTORS 

37. I feel that my job-related stress level is: 

___Extremely high 

___High 

___Moderate 

___Low 

___Extremely low 

 

38. How much do you practice self-care methods (such as exercise, time off, 

engaging in hobbies, etc)?  

___ More than adequately            ___ Adequately                           ___ Not adequately 

39. My social support system is (people you can talk to about problems):  

___ Very strong                        ___ Moderately strong                    ___ Not strong      

40. My confidence in my ability to do my job is: 

___Extremely high 

___High 

___Moderate 

___Low 

___Extremely low

41. On my job, I have (please choose one): 

___ quite a lot of independence in my work schedule and how I do things 

___ some independence                                           ___ no independence 

42. I would like to use supervision to learn more about (mark all applicable):

___ Managing time  

___ Documentation  

___ More knowledge and skills in 

general  

___ Handling job stress 

___ Documentation 

 

___ Handling personal stress 

___ Getting along with colleagues 

___ Advocating for resources for clients 

___ Advocating for better work 

environment 

43. Regarding external supervision (supervision by someone outside of the 

agency):  

___ I would like all external supervision 

___ I would like all internal supervision 

___ I would like a combination of both 
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43a. Please Explain why: 

 

 

44. Please rank the following models of supervision in order of how much you 

prefer for your own supervision. (1=first preference  2=second preference  3=third preference  

4=fourth preference 5= last preference)

___ One on one with supervisor 

___ Group (one supervisor) 

___ Peer (colleagues, no supervisor) 

___ Electronic (phone call, texts) 

___ No supervision at all 

45. So far, my general opinion of supervision is:

___ It is very helpful 

___ Somewhat helpful 

___ Little bit helpful 

___ Worse than not having any

46. Would you like training on how to get the most out of supervision?

___ Yes                ___ No 

 

SECTION V: SUPERVISION CONTEXT 

47. Which of the following are experienced by your current clients? (Check all 

that apply)

___ child physical abuse 

___ child sexual abuse 

___ child verbal/emotional abuse 

___ child neglect  

___ child trafficking/exploitation 

___ juvenile justice 

___ child victims of violence 

___ children in alternative care 

___ domestic violence 

___ mental illness 

___ substance abuse  

___ disability 

___ homelessness 

___ other: ____________________  

 

 

48. Rate how competent you feel in working with the following:  

(1=very competent; 2=somewhat competent; 3=not competent)

___ child physical abuse 

___ child sexual abuse 

___ child verbal/emotional abuse 

___ child neglect  

___ child trafficking/exploitation 

___ alternative care 

___ juvenile justice 

___ child victims of violence 

___ domestic violence 

___ mental illness 

___ substance abuse  

___ disability 

___ homelessness 

___ other: 

__________________________
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49. How stressful are the following clients for you to work with?  

(1=most stressful, 2= somewhat stressful, 3=not stressful)

___ child victims of abuse/neglect 

___ juvenile justice clients 

___ children/youth with mental illness 

___ children/youth with disabilities 

___ victims of trafficking/exploitation 

___ children in residential care 

___ caregivers with domestic violence 

___ caregivers with substance abuse 

___ caregivers with mental health issue 

___ caregivers who are not motivated 

___ clients who are hostile/resistant 

___ clients with low mental capacity 

___ overly demanding clients 

___ other: 

________________________ 

50. How confident are you in interacting with:  

(1=very confident; 2=somewhat confident; 3=not confident)

___ medical professionals 

___ police/law enforcement 

___ judges and judicial workforce 

___ juvenile justice personnel 

___ mental health experts 

___ substance abuse experts 

___ domestic violence experts

51. Which of the following problems are you encountering in your work? (check all 

that apply)

___ clients live long distance away 

___ transport support not enough 

___ need communication support  

___ too large a caseload 

___ not enough supplies  

___ need equipment, work space 

___ others:  

52. Please add any additional comments that you would like concerning your 

supervision needs or how supervision can help you in your job.  THANK YOU!! 

 

  
Comments:  
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ANNEX B-1: SUPERVISOR SURVEY (KHMER) 

ការស្ទងម់តិអំពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (SUPERVISION) របស់្កមមវ ិ្ ី FCF | REACT 
ស្ម្រាប់ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (Supervisors)  

ដននកទី I៖ កត្តា ម្របជាសាស្តស្ា 

1. ធ ម្ ោះ៖ 2. ធយនឌរ័៖  
ម្របុស្     ឬ   ម្រសី្ 

3. អាយស៖ 
.............. ឆ្ន  ំ

4. ទីត្តងំ៖          នធំពញ      កណ្តា ល   
ធស្ៀមរាប   បាតែ់ំបង ឬ  ម្រពោះសី្ហ្នស 

5. ធ ម្ ោះសាា បន័៖ 6. តួនាទី៖ 
___ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (Supervisor)    
___បសគ្គលិកធ្វើការធម្រកាមដខសបធណ្តោ យ 
(Line worker)    

7. 
ចំនួនឆ្ន ដំែលធ្វើការកនសងតួនាទីបចចសបបនន៖ .
............. ឆ្ន  ំ
 

8. កម្រមតិវបប្មខ៌ពស់្បំនសត៖ 
___វទិាល័យ 
___បានច៊ូលធរៀនចំនួន ___ ឆ្ន ធំៅមហាវទិាល័យ 
___បរញិ្ញា ប័ម្រតរង (2 ឆ្ន )ំ 
___បរញិ្ញា ប័ម្រត 
___អនសបណ្ឌិ ត 
___បណ្ឌិ ត 

9. វស័ិ្យការងារបចចសបបនន៖ 
___រដ្ឋា  បិាល      ___អងគការមនិដមនរដ្ឋា  បិាល 
___អងគការស្ហ្គ្មន ៍(CBO) ___ធនសងៗ 

10. កិចចការងារធដោ តជាចមបងននការងារបចចសបបនន 
____ កិចចការពារកសារ និងស្សខសាលភាពកសារ 
____ ពលកមមកសារ និងការជួញែ៊ូរកសារ  
____ ធនសងៗ (ស្៊ូមបញ្ញា កឱ់្យបានចាស់្លាស់្)៖ 
___________________________ 11. ស្ញ្ញា បម័្រតខពស់្បំនសតរបស់្អនកចំធពាោះដននក៖ 

___ស្ងគមវទិា 
___ចិតាវទិា 
___ស្ងគមកិចចវទិា 
___អបរ់ ំ
___ធនសងៗ (ធតើជាអវី?) ________________________ 
 

12. ចំនួនឆ្ន សំ្រសបននបទពិធសា្នធ៍្វើការដននកធស្វស្ងគម 
____1-3 ឆ្ន  ំ
____3-6 ឆ្ន  ំ
____6-10 ឆ្ន  ំ
____10-15 ឆ្ន  ំ
____15-20 ឆ្ន  ំ
____ធលើស្ពី 20 ឆ្ន  ំ

 
13. ធតើអនកធ្លា បប់ានច៊ូលរមួកនសងស្កមមភាពណ្តមយួែ៊ូចខាងធម្រកាមធនោះដែរឬធទ? (ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្រងវងធ់ៅធលើពាកយ បាន ឬ អត)់ 

ការម្រសាវម្រជាវដបបស្កមមភាពអំពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិដបបគ្ាីនិក  
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(Clinical Supervision) ជាមយួរា៉ាហាា ា៉ា ហ្វីន (Ragamuffin)  បាន  អត ់
ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លស្ាីពីស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិធដ្ឋយ FCF | REACT   បាន  អត ់ 
ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លស្ាីពីស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (Supervision) ធដ្ឋយ TPO             បាន  អត ់
ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លធនសងធទៀតអំពីស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision)  បាន  អត ់

ធបើបាន ធតើនរណ្តជាអនកនោល់ការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លធនោះ? __________________________ 
ធតើស្រសបានចំនួនប៉ាសនាម នធា៉ា ងដែរ?  ______________ 

 

វគ្គទី II៖ បរបិទសាា បន័៖ (អំពីសាា បន័ដែលអនកធ្វើការ) 

14. ធតើសាា បន័អនកានធោលនធោបាយជា លាយលកខណ៍្អកសរ ស្ាីពីស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision Policy) ដែរឬធទ?  
___ាន (ស្៊ូមធឆ្ាើយសំ្ណួ្រ 14a, 14b, & 14c)  ___កិចចការងារធនោះមនិទន់បានចាបធ់នោើមធ្វើធទ  
___អតា់នធទ ប៉ាសដនាកិចចការងារធនោះម្រតូវបានចាប់ធនោើមធ្វើធហ្ើយ ___ខ្ស ំមនិែឹងធទ 

14a. ធតើធោលនធោបាយធនោះម្រតូវបានបញ្ចប់ត្តងំពីធពលណ្តមក? 
___ តិចជាង 6 ដខមសន                ___ ជាងពី 2 ឆ្ន  ំ
___ ម្របដហ្លពី 6 ដខធៅមយួឆ្ន មំសន   ___ ខ្ស ំមនិែឹងធទ 
___ 1-2 ឆ្ន មំសន 

 
14b. ធោលនធោបាយធនោះបានធលើកធ ើងអំពី 

(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្ធលើរាល់ចំណ្ស ចទងំឡាយណ្តដែលានដចងធៅកនសងធោលនធោបាយ)៖ 
____ភាពញឹកញាប ់និងរយៈធពលននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ 
____ម្របធ ទននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (types of supervision) (បសគ្គលាន ក់ៗ  ម្រកុម ស្ហ្ការ ីពីចាា យជាធែើម។ល។) 
____ការទទួលខសស្ម្រតូវរបស់្ស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (supervisors) និងស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សស ី(supervisees)  
____ការរកាការស្ាា តន់៊ូវពត័៌ានដែលបានពិភាកាកនសងធពលធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ 
____ការធ្វើកំណ្តម់្រត្តអំពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិធែើមបរីកាទសកជាឯកសារ  
____ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយបញ្ញា រធំលា បំពានធោលនធោបាយរបស់្សាា បន័ឬម្រកមសី្ល្ម៌វជិាា ជីវៈ 
 

14c. ធោលនធោបាយស្ោីពីការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision Policy) 
ម្រតូវបានពិនិតយដកស្ម្រមួលធ ើងវញិធៅត្តមកាលកំណ្ត ់ធហ្ើយានការច៊ូលរមួពីបសគ្គលិក 

___ចាស្/បាទ! ោ៉ា ងធហាចណ្តស់្មយួឆ្ន មំោង  ___ធទ 
___ចាស្/បាទ! ប៉ាសដនាមនិដមនរាល់ឆ្ន ធំទ   ___ខ្ស ំមនិែឹង 
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15. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំានការពិពណ៌្នាអំពីភារកិចច និងការទទួលខសស្ម្រតូវរបស់្ខ្ស ំ (job description) ជា លាយលកខណ៍្អកសរ 
ចាស់្លាស់្។ 

___ចាស្/បាទ      __ធទ     ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង  
16. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំានធោលនធោបាយចាស់្លាស់្ជា លាយលកខណ៍្អកសរ ស្ាីពីការែំធ ើងតំដណ្ងនិងធ ើងម្របាកដ់ខ។ 

___ចាស្/បាទ     ___ធទ    ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 
17. 
សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំានធោលនធោបាយជាលាយលកខណ៍្អកសរស្ាីពីការមនិធរ ើស្ធអើងបសគ្គលិកនិងអតិថិជន។__ចាស្/បាទ__ធទ 
18. ធោលនធោបាយរបស់្សាា បន័ខ្ស ំស្ោីពី ការចំណ្តយ ចំធពាោះការឈបស់្ម្រាកធដ្ឋយសារបញ្ញា ស្សខភាពនា៊ូវចិតា គ្ឺ៖  
___ ោម នការធបើកម្របាក់ឈនួលជ៊ូនធទ ចំធពាោះការឈប់ស្ម្រាកធដ្ឋយសារបញ្ញា ស្សខភាពនា៊ូវចិតា     
___ានធលើស្ព១ីនថាកនសងមយួដខ 
___ាន១នថាកនសងមយួដខ        ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 
 
19. ខ្ស ំែឹងអំពីដែនស្មតាកិចចការងារធៅកនសងសាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំ។ ___ចាស្/បាទ     ___ធទ 
20. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំនោល់ន៊ូវធពលធវលានិង្នធ្លនែល់ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (supervisors) ធែើមបជីួយ ឱ្យការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ 

ែំធណ្ើ រការបានម្របកបធដ្ឋយគ្សណ្ភាព។ 
___ចាស្/បាទ    ___ធទ    ___ខ្ស ំអតែ់ឹង 

21. សាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំនោល់ន៊ូវកដនាងដែលានភាពឯកជនស្ម្រាប់ធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision)។ 
____ចាស្/បាទ      ____ធទ 

22. សាា បន័ខ្ស ំានកសំពយ៊ូទរ័និងស្ាា រធនសងធទៀតស្ម្រាបក់ារបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ ល។ 
___ ចាស្/បាទ         ___ធទ 

23. ម្របធ ទននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) ដែលបាននោល់ជ៊ូនធដ្ឋយសាា បន័ 
(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្្ីកចំធពាោះចំណ្ស ចទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក)៖ 
__មយួទល់មយួ (មយួទល់មសខទល់មសខោន នឹងស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ)                     __ម្រកុម 
(បសគ្គលិកធម្រចើននាក់ជាមយួនឹងស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺាន ក)់ 
__ធដ្ឋយស្ហ្ការដីែលានមសខតំដណ្ងម្របហាកម់្របដហ្លោន  ោម នស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ     __ពីចាា យ (ត្តម skype ឬទ៊ូរស័្ពទ)   
__ពីខាងធម្រៅ (ធដ្ឋយស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺដែលមកពីសាា បន័ធនសង)      
 
24. ការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (Supervision) ម្រតូវបានធម្របើម្របាស់្ធៅកនសងសាា បន័របស់្ខ្ស ំធែើមប ី( ច៊ូរបងធ់លខៈ 1=ានអាទិភាពខពស់្, 

2=ានអាទិភាពម្យម, ឬ 3=ានអាទិភាពទប)៖  
___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា នានាពាកព់ន័ធលទធនលរបស់្អតិថិជន         ___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា ការនោល់ន៊ូវស្ាា រអប់រ ំ
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___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា ស្ាីពីចំនួនអតិថិជនដែលបាននោល់ធស្វជ៊ូន 
___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា បធម្រងៀនពីជំនាញពា
កព់ន័ធនឹងការងារ 

___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវបញ្ញា ថវកិាានកម្រមតិ ___ធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយន៊ូវភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាពាកព់ន័ធនឹងការងារ 
___ដកតម្រមូវកំហ្សស្ឆ្គងរបស់្បសគ្គលិក   ___នោល់ន៊ូវការោមំ្រទនា៊ូវចិតា 

 

វគ្គ III៖  ទំនាកទ់ំនងននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ៖ 

25. ខ្ស ំគ្ឺជាស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (supervisor) ដទ ល់របស់្៖  
___បសគ្គលិកពី 1-2 នាក ់     ___បសគ្គលិកពី 3-5 នាក់ ___បសគ្គលិកពី 5-10 នាក់    ___បសគ្គលិកធលើស្ពី 10 នាក់  

 
26. ជាម្យម ជំនួបស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) ធម្របើធពលអស់្ម្របដហ្លជា _____ នាទី។ 
 
27. ធបើធ្ៀបនឹងស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សស ី(supervisees) របស់្ខ្ស ំ 
ជំនាញឯកធទស្របស់្ខ្ស ំកនសងការធ្វើការងារជាមយួម្របធ ទករណី្ដែលស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សសរីបស់្ខ្ស ំាន គ្ឺ៖ 
___ធម្រចើនជាងពួកធគ្ខាា ងំ   ___ម្របហាក់ម្របដហ្លនឹងពួកធគ្ 
___ធម្រចើនជាងពួកធគ្   ___តិចជាងពួកធគ្ 
 
28.  ធតើនរណ្តជាអនកស្ធម្រមចអំពីម្របធ្លនបទកនសងធពលធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision)? 

___ ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (Supervisor) ___ ស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សស  ី(Supervisee) ___ទងំពីរនាក់ 
 
29. ច៊ូរដ្ឋកព់ិនទសអំពីទំនាកទ់ំនងននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សនិរបស់្អនកជាមយួស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវយស្សី៖ 

(5 = លអណ្តស់្, 4 = លអ, 3=ម្យម, 2=មនិលអ, 1= មនិលអខាា ងំ) 
___ ធជឿជាកោ់ន ធៅវញិធៅមក 
___ ធោរពោន ធៅវញិធៅមក 
___ ានអារមមណ៍្លអជាមយួោន ធៅវញិធៅមក 
___ ានការស្ហ្ម្របតិបតាិការោន លអ (ានការនោល់ធ្លតសច៊ូលកនសងការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយបញ្ញា ) 
___ ានស្វ័យភាព (ធស្រភីាពនិងឯករាជយ) 
___ ានអារមមណ៍្ថាានស្នោិស្សខនិងស្សវតាិភាព 
 

30. ធតើអនកច៊ូលចិតាកម្រមតិណ្ត កនសងម្របធ ទស្កមមភាពស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ (supervision) នីមយួៗ? 
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(1=ខាា ងំណ្តស់្     2=ច៊ូលចិតា    3= មនិច៊ូលចិតាធទ) 
____រែាបាល៖ ការធ្វើឱ្យម្របាកែន៊ូវការអនសធលាមត្តម និងគ្ណ្ធនយយភាព 
____ការអប់រ៖ំ ការនោល់ន៊ូវពត័៌ាន និងបធម្រងៀនពីវ ិ្ ីសាស្តស្ា/ជំនាញថមីៗ  
____ការោមំ្រទ៖ ការសាោ បព់ីបញ្ញា  និងការជួយ ោមំ្រទនា៊ូវចិតា 
____ការស្ម្រមុោះស្ម្រមួល/ការតស្ ៊ូមតិ៖ ការតស្ ៊ូមតិជំនួស្ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សស ី(supervisee) របស់្ខ្ស ំជាមយួនឹងសាា បន័ 
 

31. ធតើានកត្តោ ណ្តខាោះ កនសងចំធណ្តមកត្តា ខាងធម្រកាម 
ដែលជាបញ្ញា ម្របឈមធៅកនសងទំនាកទ់ំនាកន់នការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិរបស់្អនក? 
(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្ចធមាើយទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក) 

___ ធយនឌ័រធនសងោន     ___ អតាចរតិខសស្ោន /ានភាពត្តនតឹងជាមយួនឹងោន   
___ ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សសចីាស់្ជាងខ្ស ំ   ___ភាពលំបាកធដ្ឋយសារឋាមវន័ាននអំណ្តច  
___ វបប្មន៌ិងស្ងគមខសស្ោន    ___ ការទកទ់ញ/ការធបៀតធបៀននា៊ូវធ ទ 
___ ខវោះការជំរសញធលើកទឹកចិតាែល់ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ ___ ធនសងៗ៖ ____________________ 
 

32. កនសងនាមជាស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ (supervisor) ធតើអនកានស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺធៅពីធលើអនកធទៀតដែរឬធទ? 
___ ាន! ខ្ស ំានស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺាន កធ់ៅកនសងសាា បន័ដតមយួជាមយួខ្ស ំ 
___ ាន! ខ្ស ំានស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺាន ក ់ប៉ាសដនាោតធ់្វើការធៅសាា បន័ធនសង 
___ អត់ានធទ! ខ្ស ំពសំានស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺធទ  

33. ធបើសិ្នជាអនកនោល់ស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ ធៅឱ្យបសគ្គលិកធម្រៅសាា បន័របស់្អនក  
ស្៊ូមពនយល់ពីម៊ូលធហ្តសដែលសាា បន័ធនាោះមនិធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិខាួនឯង៖ 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____ ___________________________________________________________________  
វគ្គទី IV៖ កត្តា ធនសងៗអំពីស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ៖ 
 
34. ខ្ស ំានអារមមណ៍្ភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតារបស់្ខ្ស ំពាកព់ន័ធនឹងការងារ គ្ឺានកម្រមតិ៖  

___ខពស់្ខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត   ___ទប 
___ខពស់្    ___ទបខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត 
___ម្យម 
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35. ធតើអនកអនសវតាវ ិ្ ីសាស្តស្ាដថទខំាួនឯងបានកម្រមតិណ្តដែរ (ែ៊ូចជាហាត់ម្របាណ្ ឈបស់្ម្រាក 
ច៊ូលរមួធ្វើអវីដែលជាចំណ្ងច់ំណ្៊ូ លចិតាជាធែើម។ល។)?  
___ ធលើស្ពីម្រគ្ប់ម្រោន ់ ___ ម្រគ្បម់្រោន់ ___ មនិម្រគ្បម់្រោន់ 
 

36. ម្របពន័ធោមំ្រទស្ងគមរបស់្ខ្ស ំគ្ឺ (សំ្ធៅធលើ មនសស្សដែលអនកអាចនិោយជាមយួបានអំពីបញ្ញា )៖ 
___ រងឹាណំ្តស់្                   ___ ម្យម                    ___ ធខាយ 
 

37. ភាពធជឿជាកធ់លើខាួនឯងរបស់្ខ្ស ំចំធពាោះស្មតាភាពខ្ស ំកនសងការនោល់ន៊ូវការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិឱ្យបានលអ គ្ឺានកម្រមតិ៖  
___ខពស់្ខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត   ___ទប 
___ខពស់្     ___ទបខាា ងំជាទីបំនសត 
___ម្យម 
 
38. ខ្ស ំចងទ់ទួលបានការបណ្ោស ោះបណ្តោ លបដនាមធទៀតអំពីរធបៀបជួយ ស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សសរីបស់្ខ្ស ំ 

(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្ធលើចធមាើយទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាបអ់នក)៖  
___ ការម្រគ្បម់្រគ្ងធពលធវលា   ___ ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាធដ្ឋយសារការងារ 
___ ការធរៀបចំចងម្រកងរកាទសកជាឯកសារ  ___ ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាធដ្ឋយសារធរឿងដទ ល់ខាួន 
___ ការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយករណី្លំបាកៗ  ___ ការចសោះស្ម្រមុងោន ជាមយួមតិារមួការងារ  
___ ចំធណ្ោះែឹងនិងជំនាញទ៊ូធៅបដនាម  ___ការតស្ ៊ូមតិឱ្យានបរោិកាស្ការងារម្របធស្ើជាងធនោះ 
___ ការតស្ ៊ូមតិឱ្យាន្នធ្លនស្ម្រាបអ់តិថិជន និងស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សស ី  

 
39. អារមមណ៍្របស់្ខ្ស ំជាទ៊ូធៅចំធពាោះការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិពីខាងធម្រៅ 

(ការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិធដ្ឋយបសគ្គលណ្តាន កដ់ែលធៅធម្រៅសាា បន័ធនោះ) គ្ឺ៖  
 

___ ខ្ស ំចងឱ់្យានការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ ទងំអស់្ពីខាងធម្រៅ ស្ម្រាបប់សគ្គលិកសាា បន័ធយើង 
___ ខ្ស ំចងឱ់្យានការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ ទងំអស់្ពីខាងកនសង ស្ម្រាបប់សគ្គលិកសាា បន័ធយើង 
___ខ្ស ំចងឱ់្យានស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិពីខាងកនសងខាោះ ពីខាងធម្រៅខាោះ 
 

39a. ស្៊ូមពនយល់ពីម៊ូលធហ្តសននជធម្រមើស្របស់្អនក៖________________________________________ 
____________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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40. ស្៊ូមចាតច់ំណ្តត់ថាន កអ់ំពីគ្ំរ៊ូននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ 

ខាងធម្រកាមធនោះធៅត្តមលំដ្ឋប់លំធដ្ឋយននកម្រមតិដែលអនកចង់បានស្ម្រាបក់ារធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិដទ ល់របស់្អនក។ 
(1=ជធម្រមើស្ទី១  2=ជធម្រមើស្ទី២  3=ជធម្រមើស្ទី៣  4=ជធម្រមើស្ទី៤ 5=ជធម្រមើស្ចសងធម្រកាយ)   

 
___ មយួទល់មយួជាមយួស្ ៊ូធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺ  ___ ធអ ិចម្រតូនិច (ការទ៊ូរស័្ពទ, ធន្ើសារ) 
___ម្រកុម (ានស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវ៉ា យហ្សរឺាន ក)់  ___ ោម នការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិអវីទងំអស់្ 
___ ធដ្ឋយស្ហ្ការដីែលានមសខតំដណ្ងម្របហាកម់្របដហ្លោន  ធដ្ឋយោម នស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ  
 

41. មកទល់ធពលធនោះ ជាទ៊ូធៅ ខ្ស ំយល់ថា ការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ គ្ឺ៖ 
___ ានម្របធោជនធ៍ម្រចើនណ្តស់្   ___ ានម្របធោជនត៍ិចតួច 
___ ានម្របធោជនខ៍ាោះដែរ   ___ អាម្រកក់ជាងការោម នស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ 

 
វគ្គទី V៖ បរបិទននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូ ធ ើវហី្សនិ  

 
42. ធតើានចំណ្ស ចណ្តខាោះ កនសងចំធណ្តមចំណ្ស ចខាងធម្រកាមធនោះ ដែលអតិថិជនបចចសបបននរបស់្អនកបានឆ្ាងកាត?់ 

(ស្៊ូមគ្៊ូស្រាល់ចធមាើយទងំឡាយណ្តដែលស្មម្រស្បស្ម្រាប់អនក) 
 

___ ការរធំលា បំពានដននករាងកាយកសារ   ___ កសារដែលធៅកនសងការរដថទជំំនួស្ 
___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវធ ទកសារ   ___ អំធពើហិ្ងាកនសងម្រគ្ួសារ 
___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវចិតា/ជាពាកយស្មោចីំធពាោះកសារ ___ ជំងឺនា៊ូវចិតា 
___ ការមនិធអើធពើចំធពាោះកសារ    ___ ការបំពានសារធ្លតសធញៀន  
___ ការជួញែ៊ូរ/ធកងម្របវញ័្ច កសារ    ___ ពិការភាព 
___យសតាិ្មអ៌នីតិជន     ___ ោម នជម្រមក 
___កសារដែលជាជនរងធម្រោោះននអំធពើហិ្ងា  ___ ធនសងៗ៖ ____________________  

 
43. ស្៊ូមដ្ឋកព់ិនទសត្តមការគ្ិតរបស់្អនកអំពីកម្រមតិស្មតាភាពដែលខាួនាន កនសងការដណ្នានំា៊ូវែល់បសគ្គលិករបស់្អនក 

ចំធពាោះការងារពាកព់ន័ធនឹង៖  
(1=ានស្មតាភាពខាា ងំណ្តស់្; 2=ានស្មតាភាពខាោះដែរ; 3=ោម នស្មតាភាពធទ) 
___ ការរធំលា បំពានដននករាងកាយកសារ   ___ កសារដែលជាជនរងធម្រោោះននអំធពើហិ្ងា 
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___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវធ ទកសារ   ___ អំធពើហិ្ងាកនសងម្រគ្ួសារ 
___ ការរធំលា បំពាននា៊ូវចិតា/ជាពាកយស្មោចីំធពាោះកសារ ___ ជំងឺនា៊ូវចិតា 
___ ការមនិធអើធពើចំធពាោះកសារ    ___ ការបំពានសារធ្លតសធញៀន  
___ ការជួញែ៊ូរ/ធកងម្របវញ័្ច កសារ    ___ ពិការភាព 
___ ការដថទជំំនួស្     ___ ោម នជម្រមក 
___ យសតាិ្មអ៌នីតិជន     ___ ធនសងៗ៖ ____________________  

44. ធតើអតិថិជនដបបណ្តខាោះដែលធ្វើឱ្យបសគ្គលិករបស់្អនកានភាពត្តនតឹងនា៊ូវចិតាខាា ងំបំនសត កនសងការធ្វើការជាមយួធគ្?  
(1=ត្តនតឹងអារមមណ៍្ខាា ងំបំនសត, 2= ត្តនតឹងអារមមណ៍្ដែរ, 3=អតត់្តនតឹងអារមមណ៍្ធទ) 

___ កសាររងធម្រោោះពីការរធំលា បំពាន/ការមនិធអើធពើ  ___ អនកដថទដំែលបំពានសារធ្លតសធញៀន 
___ អតិថិជនដែលានបញ្ញា យសតាិ្មអ៌នីតិជន   ___ អនកដថទដំែលានបញ្ញា ស្សខភាពនា៊ូវចិតា 
___ កសារ/យសវជនដែលានជមានឺា៊ូវចិតា   ___ អនកដថទដំែលពសំានឆ្នទៈ/ទឹកចិតា 
___ កសារ/យសវជនដែលានពិការភាព   ___ អតិថិជនដែលធឆ្វឆ្វធម្រកវធម្រកា្/រងឹរ៊ូស្ 
___ ជនរងធម្រោោះពីការជួញែ៊ូរ/ការធកងម្របវញ័្ច    ___ អតិថិជនដែលានស្មតាភាពបញ្ញា ទប 
___ កសារធៅកនសងមណ្ឌ លដថទ ំ    ___ អតិថិជនដែលានការទមទរខពស់្ហួ្ស្ធហ្តស 
___ អនកដថទដំែលានអំធពើហិ្ងាកនសងម្រគ្ួសារ   ___ ធនសងៗ៖ _____________________ 
 
45. ធតើអនកានភាពធជឿជាកធ់លើខាួនឯងកម្រមតិណ្តដែរ កនសងការច៊ូលរមួកនសងកិចចការនានាននការធ្វើស្ ៊ូធ ើវហី្សនិ ែ៊ូចខាងធម្រកាម? 
(1=ធជឿជាក់ខាា ងំណ្តស់្; 2=ធជឿជាកដ់ែរ; 3=មនិធជឿជាក់ធទ)                    
___ ការម្រតួតពិនិតយ/ដកតម្រមូវបសគ្គលិក   ___ការនោល់ន៊ូវចំធណ្ោះែឹងនិងជំនាញថមីៗ        
___ការធ្លនាបានន៊ូវគ្ណ្ធនយយភាព   ___ការជួយ កនសងការធដ្ឋោះម្រសាយបញ្ញា  
___ ការធ្លនាបានន៊ូវអាកបបកិរោិដែលានស្សជីវ្ម៌ ___ការបងាា ញពីវ ិ្ ីសាស្តស្ោថមី 
___ ការម្រតួតពិនិតយការធម្របើម្របាស់្្នធ្លន  ___ការរោិះគ្នច់ំធពាោះការអនសវតាបស់្បសគ្គលិក 
___ ការសាោ ប់ធដ្ឋយស្កមមនិងយល់ចិតា  ___ការវយតនមាបសគ្គលិក 
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46. ស្៊ូមបដនាមធោបល់ធនសងៗដថមធទៀត(ធបើអនកចងដ់ថម) អំពីតម្រមូវការរបស់្អនក  

ស្៊ូមអរគ្សណ្!!  

ធោបល់៖  
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ANNEX B-2: SUPERVISOR SURVEY (ENGLISH) 

FCF | REACT SUPERVISION SURVEY 

For Supervisors 

SECTION I: DEMOGRAPHICS 

1. Name: 

 

2. Gender:  

M or F 

3. Age:           

years 

4. Work Location: 

5. Organization: 

 

6. Position:  

___Supervisor   ____Line Worker 

7. Years in current 

position:  

8. Highest level of Education 

___Secondary School 

___Attended ___ yrs of University 

___Associate degree (2 years) 

___Bachelor’s degree 

___Master’s degree 

___Ph.D. or other doctorate degree 

9. Current job sector 

___Government     ____NGO 

___CBO            ____Other 

 

10. Primary focus of current work 

____ child protection/child welfare 

____ child labour and trafficking  

____ other (please specify): 
11. Your highest degree is in: 

___Sociology 

___Psychology 

___Social Work 

___Education 

___Other 

(what)__________________________ 

 

12. Total Social Service Experience  

____1-3 years 

____3-6 years 

____6-10 years 

____10-15 years 

____15-20 years 

____More than 20 years 

 

13. Have you participated in any of the following? (Circle yes or no) 

Clinical Supervision Action Research with Ragamuffin Yes  No 

Training from FCF | REACT     Yes  No  

Supervision training from TPO     Yes  No 

Other training about supervision    Yes  No 

If yes, who provided it? __________________________ 

How many hours total?  ______________ 
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SECTION II: INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT (about your agency) 

14. Does the agency have a written policy about supervision?  

___Yes (answer questions 14a,, 14b, 

&14c)       

___No, but the work has been started 

___The work has not been started 

___I don’t know 

14a. How long ago was the policy completed? 

____ Less than 6 months ago 

____ 6 months to one year ago 

____ 1-2 years ago 

____ More than 2 years ago 

____ I don’t know 

14b. The policy addresses (check all that is present in the policy): 

____Frequency and length of supervision 

____Types of supervision provided (individual, group, peer, distance, etc) 

____Responsibilities of supervisors and supervisees for supervision 

____Confidentiality of information discussed during supervision 

____How supervision should be documented 

____Dealing with violation of agency policy or professional ethics 

14c. The supervision policy is reviewed periodically and staff input is sought. 

___Yes, at least once a year 

___Yes, but not every year 

___No 

___I don’t know 

15. Agency has a clear written job description for me.  

___Yes      __No     ___I don’t know  

16. Agency has a clear written policy on promotions and raises. 

___Yes     ___No    ___I don’t know 

17. Agency has a written policy on non-discrimination of staff and clients. ___Yes     

___No 

18. My agency’s paid mental health leave policy is:  

___ No paid mental health leave 

___ 1 day a month  

___ More than 1 day a month 

___ I don’t know 

19. I know the line of authority in my agency.  ___Yes     ___No 

20. Agency provides time and resources to supervisors to help provide quality 

supervision. 

___Yes    ___No    ___don’t know 

21. Agency provides private space for supervision.  

____Yes      ____No 

22. My agency has computers and other equipment for training purposes. 

___ Yes         ___No 

23. Types of supervision provided by the agency (check all that apply): 

___One on one (face to face with supervisor  ___Group (workers with one 

supervisor) 

___Peer (co-workers without supervisor               ___Distance (via skype or phone) 

___External (by supervisor from different agency)  
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24. Supervision is used in my agency for dealing with (1=high priority, 2=medium 

priority 3=low priority): 

___Compliance with client outcomes  

___Number of clients served 

___Compliance with budget limits 

___Corrective action on staff mistakes 

___Providing educational materials 

___Teaching new work-related skills  

___Help with job-related stress 

___Providing emotional support 

 

SECTION III: SUPERVISORY RELATIONSHIP 

25. I am a direct supervisor over:  

___1-2 staff      ___3-5 staff     ___5-10 staff    ___More than 10 staff  

26. The average supervision session lasts approximately_____ minutes. 

27. Compared to my supervisees, my expertise in working with the type of cases 

my supervisees have is:  

___Much greater than theirs 

___Somewhat greater than theirs 

___About equal to theirs 

___Less than theirs 

28.  Who decides what is talked about in supervision?  

___ Supervisor  ___ Supervisee  ___Both 

29. Rate your supervisory relationship with your supervisees on: 

(5 = Excellent, 4=Good  3=Fair    2=Bad    1= Very bad) 

___ Mutual trust        ____ Mutual respect            ____ Mutual positive feelings 

___ Sense of collaboration (having input into problem solving) 

___ Sense of autonomy (freedom and independence) 

___ Sense of emotional safety and security 

30. How much do you enjoy providing each type of supervision activities? 

(1=Very much     2=Enjoy    3= Do not enjoy) 

____Administrative: Making sure about compliance and accountability 

____Educational: providing information and teaching new methods/skills 

____Supportive: listening to problems, helping with emotional support 

____Mediation/Advocacy: advocating for my supervisee within the agency 

31. Which of the following are challenges in your supervisory relationship? (mark 

all applicable) 

___ Gender differences 

___ Supervisee is older than me  

___ Cultural or social differences 

___ Supervisor’s lack of motivation 

___ Personality clash/tension  

___ Difficult power dynamics  

___ Sexual attraction/harassment 

___ Other:_____________________ 

32. As a supervisor, do you also have an upline supervisor? 

___ Yes, I have a supervisor at my same agency 

___ Yes, I have a supervisor, but they work at a different agency 

___ No, I don’t have a supervisor 
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33. If you are providing external supervision to staff from a different agency, 

please explain the reason why their own agency is not doing the supervision: 

 

SECTION IV: SUPERVISOR FACTORS 

34. I feel that my job-related stress level is:  

___Extremely high 

___High 

___Moderate 

___Low 

___Extremely low 

35. How much do you practice self-care methods (such as exercise, time off, 

engaging in hobbies, etc)?  

___ More than adequately            ___ Adequately                           ___ Not adequately 

36. My social support system is (people you can talk to about problems):  

___ Very strong                        ___ Moderately strong                    ___ Not strong      

37. My confidence in my ability to provide good supervision is:  

___Extremely high 

___High 

___Moderate 

___Low 

___Extremely low 

38. I would like more training on how to help my supervisees with (mark all 

applicable): 

___ Managing time  

___ Documentation  

___ Handling difficult cases 

___ More knowledge and skills in 

general  

___ Handling job stress 

___ Handling personal stress 

___ Getting along with colleagues  

___Advocating for better work 

environment 

___ Advocating for resources for clients and supervisees 

39. My general feelings about external supervision (by someone outside of the 

agency) is:  

___ I would like all external supervision for our agency staff 

___ I would like all internal supervision for our agency staff 

___I would like a combination of both 

39a. Please Explain why: 

 

40. Please rank the following models of supervision in order of how much you 

prefer for your agency. (1=first preference  2=second preference  3=third preference  4=fourth 

preference 5= last preference) 

___ One on one with supervisor 

___ Group (one supervisor) 

___ Peer (colleagues, no supervisor) 

___ Electronic (phone call, texts) 

___ No supervision at all 

41. So far, my general opinion of supervision is: 

___ It is very helpful 

___ Somewhat helpful 

___ Little bit helpful 

___ Worse than not having any 
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SECTION V: SUPERVISION CONTEXT 

42. Which of the following are experienced by your agency’s current clients? 

(Check all that apply) 

___ child physical abuse 

___ child sexual abuse 

___ child verbal/emotional abuse 

___ child neglect  

___ child trafficking/exploitation 

___ juvenile justice 

___ child victims of violence 

___ children in alternative care 

___ domestic violence 

___ mental illness 

___ substance abuse  

___ disability 

___ homelessness 

___ other: ____________________  

43. Rate how competent you feel in guiding your staff with the following:  

(1=very competent; 2=somewhat competent; 3=not competent) 

___ child physical abuse 

___ child sexual abuse 

___ child verbal/emotional abuse 

___ child neglect  

___ child trafficking/exploitation 

___ alternative care 

___ juvenile justice 

___ child victims of violence 

___ domestic violence 

___ mental illness 

___ substance abuse  

___ disability 

___ homelessness 

___ other: 

__________________________

44. which clients are the most stressful for your staff to work with?  

(1=most stressful, 2= somewhat stressful, 3=not stressful) 

___ child victims of abuse/neglect 

___ juvenile justice clients 

___ children/youth with mental illness 

___ children/youth with disabilities 

___ victims of trafficking/exploitation 

___ children in residential care 

___ caregivers with domestic violence 

___ caregivers with substance abuse 

___ caregivers with mental health issue 

___ caregivers who are not motivated 

___ clients who are hostile/resistant 

___ clients with low mental capacity 

___ overly demanding clients 

___ other: 

________________________ 

45. How confident are you in engaging in the following tasks in supervision? 

(1=very confident; 2=somewhat confident; 3=not confident)                    

___ Monitoring/correcting staff            ___Offering new knowledge and skills        

___ Ensuring accountability                  ___Helping with problem solving 

___ Ensuring ethical behavior              ___Demonstrating a new method 

___ Monitoring use of resources          ___Critiquing staff demonstration 

___ Active and empathic listening       ___Performing staff evaluation 
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46. Please add a few comments (you would like to), on your needs as a 

supervisor  

THANK YOU!! 

  

Comments:  
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ANNEX C: FOCUS GROUP GUIDE AND 

TRACKER (ENGLISH) 

Structured Guide for Focus Groups 

1. Focus groups will consist of no more than 10 people per group.  

2. Two groups will be held for Phnom Penh, one group in Phnom Pehn for Kandal 

Province, one in Battambang, one in Siem Reap, and one will be held via Skype 

for Sihanoukville. 

3. Each group should consist of about equal numbers of supervisors and 

supervisees, except in Phnom Pehn, one group will be for supervisors and the 

one for front-line workers.  

4. The group members will introduce themselves, and all will sign the Consent and 

Confidentiality Agreement.  

5. The facilitator will go over the ground rules: 

a. Everything will remain confidential; report will not name any individuals or 

agencies 

b. No one will discuss what was said in the discussion with people who did 

not attend the group.  

c. No one will monopolize the conversation or make unkind remarks about 

someone else’s comments. All perspectives are welcome on the table.  

d. The facilitators will control the time, approximately ten minutes per 

question (there are four questions in all). The facilitators will determine if 

adjustments are needed.  

6. The facilitators will facilitate the discussion. The groups should feel free to 

brainstorm and generate their own ideas. The ‘potential ideas’ listed in the 

Discussion Tracker (next page) are provided in case they might help guide the 

discussion, but only if needed.  

Focus Group Questions 

8. What are the major achievements and challenges in supervision among the 

FCF/REACT partner organizations?  

9. What are the strengths and needs of current FCF/REACT partner organizations’ 

staff and supervisors? Consider: 

10. What are some essential steps to be taken before Cambodia can achieve a 

national standard in supervision for all social service staff? 

11. How will national standards for supervision be enforced, assuming it can be 

achieved? 
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FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION TRACKER 

1. What are the major achievements and challenges in supervision among the 

FCF/REACT partner organizations? 

Potential Discussion Ideas 

a. FCF/REACT training to XXX people 

b. Training capacity at various organizations (Save, TPO, Others?) 

 

 

 

 

2. What are the strengths and needs of current FCF/REACT partner 

organizations’ staff and supervisors? 

Potential Discussion Ideas 

a. Resources (time, pay, space) 

b. Trained supervisors 

c. Supervisor expertise on common case difficulties 

d. Others?  
 

 

 

3. What are some essential steps to be taken before Cambodia can achieve a 

national standard in supervision for all social service staff? 

 

Potential Discussion Ideas 

a. This study 

b. Examples from other countries 

c. An MSW course on supervision?  

d. Consultations among social service organizations 

e. Working group 

f. Government endorsement/launch 

 

 

4. How will national standards for supervision be enforced, assuming it can be 

achieved? 
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Potential Discussion Ideas 

a. Agency self-monitoring and yearly certification 

b. Staff annual certification 

c. Professional organization monitoring  

d. Educational programs monitoring students  
    
 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSENT and CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENT 

We the undersigned, agree that we are participating voluntarily in the focus group on 

supervision. Further, we agree to keep our focus group discussion confidential once we 

leave the group. We understand that the report on the group will not name any individual 

or agency, and we will not experience any negative risks for having participated in the 

group.  

 

Name  

 

Agency 

 

Position 

 

Signature 
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ANNEX D: KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW GUIDE 

AND TRACKER 

 

Structured Guide for Key Informant Interviews 

7. Key informants are experienced social service experts and those in positions of 

decision making, policy advising, and in academia. Between 10-12 people of 

national prominence should be interviewed.  

8. Each key informant should be contacted and requested to be interviewed. The 

purpose of the interview is to gather expert information on four questions, as part 

of the study being conducted by the FCF/REACT network on supervision. Read 

these questions to them.  

9. Each key informant should be interviewed separately and provided assurance of 

confidentiality.  

10. The interviewer will ask questions and request clarification, but never argue with, 

or challenge the key informant.  

11. Before starting the interview, ask for permission to take notes.  

 

Key Informant Questions 

(these are similar to the focus group questions but wider in scope) 

12. What are the strengths and needs of current social service providers in 

Cambodia, and how can supervision improve their services?  

13. What are the major achievements and challenges in supervision among social 

service providers in Cambodia?  

14. Many countries already have supervision standards. Although Cambodia just 

launched the social work standards, there is a need for detailed supervision 

standards. What are some essential steps to be taken before Cambodia can 

achieve a national standard in supervision for all social service staff? 

15. How will national standards for supervision be enforced, assuming it can be 

achieved? 
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KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW TRACKER 

5. What are the strengths and needs of current social service providers in 

Cambodia, and how can supervision improve their services?  

 

Potential Discussion Ideas 

e. Resources (time, pay, space) 

f. Trained supervisors 

g. Supervisor expertise on common case difficulties 

h. Others?  
 

 

 

 

6. What are the major achievements and challenges in supervision among social 

service providers in Cambodia?  

 

Potential Discussion Ideas 

 

c. FCF/REACT training to XXX people 

d. Training capacity at various organizations (Save, TPO, Others?) 
 

 

7. What are some essential steps to be taken before Cambodia can achieve a 

national standard in supervision for all social service staff? 
 

Potential Discussion Ideas 

g. This study 

h. Examples from other countries 

i. An MSW course on supervision?  

j. Consultations among social service organizations 

k. Working group 

l. Government endorsement/launch 

 

8. How will national standards for supervision be enforced, assuming it can be 

achieved? 
 

Potential Discussion Ideas 

e. Agency self-monitoring and yearly certification 

f. Staff annual certification 

g. Professional organization monitoring  

h. Educational programs monitoring students  
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REACT Partners Network 

Donors 

Partners 

Follow us www.fcf-react.org 

Family Care First - REACT 

 

Ministries & Government Institutions 

http://www.fcf-react.org/
https://www.facebook.com/familycarefirstcambodia/

